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Abstract
A correlation study on the characterization of polyethylene was carried out
between DSC and solid-state NMR. Both methods define the crystallinity of
polyethylene precisely, and the benefit of solid-state NMR is its ability to
describe the three-component phase composition based on the different molec-
ular dynamics. The results provided by NMR-MOUSE are highly in agreement
with those determined by DSC or high-field NMR in a wide crystallinity range.
Besides, with the advantages of an open senor, nondestructive investigation on
polyethylene pipes was carried out by NMR-MOUSE which has potential ap-
plications in the quality control of plastic pipe productions.
Aging of polyethylene pipes due to the hydrostatic pressure and elevated tem-
perature was investigated by spin-diffusion NMR. Morphological and molecular
dynamical changes induced by physical aging were observed. Depending on the
fracture types, the changes behave differently which are in turn decided by the
applied pressures as well as the failure stages. The fundamental phenomenon
of pipe aging is the embrittlement of molecular chains in the amorphous phase
which, subsequently, reduces the mechanical resistance of the material against
slow crack growth. Therefore, as a consequence, the long term performance
of the pipes deteriorates. The current study also indicates that PE100 is an
excellent candidate for piping solutions which is able to meet a wide range of
end-user specifications.
Morphological and molecular dynamical changes of polyethylene due to the
presence of carbon nanotubes were investigated by 1H high-field NMR. The
crystallinity and lamella thickness of polyethylene decreases with increasing
amount of nanotubes. This is induced by a chain confinement effect which
influences the crystallization kinetics of polyethylene when cooling from the
melt. The change of residual dipolar coupling determined by the modified
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phase selectable double-quantum pulse sequence indicates that interactions
between polymer matrix and nanotubes influence the amorphous phase most
remarkably. They increase the chain restrictions and reduce the conformation
diversities in this region. Both the above aspects influence the mechanical
strength and the thermal stability of carbon nanotube polyethylene composite.
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Zusammenfassung
In der folgenden Arbeit wurde eine Korrelationsstudie bezu¨glich der Morpholo-
gie von Polyethylen zwischen DDK und der Festko¨rper-NMR durchgefu¨hrt.
U¨ber beide Methoden kann die Kristallinita¨t untersucht werden, jedoch bietet
die Festko¨rper-NMR nicht nur die Mo¨glichkeit die kristallinen und amorphen
Bereiche zu untersuchen, sondern auch die Zwischenphase. Die Ergebnisse,
die mittels NMR-MOUSE aufgenommen worden sind, korrelieren bezu¨glich
der Kristallinita¨t u¨ber weite Bereiche mit den Werten, die mit der DDK und
Hochfeld-NMR aufgenommen worden sind. Aufgrund dieser Resultate und der
hervorragenden Korrelation besitzt die NMR-MOUSE, als zersto¨rungs- und
kontaktfreie Messmethode, großes Potential im Bereich der Qualita¨tskontrolle
von Kunststoffrohren in der Produktion.
Daru¨ber hinaus wurde die Alterung von Polyethylen Rohren durch den
hydrostatischen Druck und erho¨hter Temperatur mittels Spin-Diffusions-NMR
untersucht. Es konnten sowohl morphologische als auch molekular-dynamische
a¨nderungen aufgrund der physikalischer Alterung beobachtet werden. Je nach
Art der Fraktur konnten Vera¨nderungen festgestellt werden, die auf die ver-
wendeten Dru¨cke und des zeitabha¨ngigen Fortschreitens der Fehlstellen zuru¨ck-
zufu¨hren sind. Die Hauptursache der Alterung des Rohres ist die Verspro¨dung
der Moleku¨lketten in der amorphen Phase, die den Widerstand des Materi-
als gegen langsames Risswachstum reduziert. Auf diese Weise verschlechtert
sich die langfristige Leistungsfa¨higkeit der Rohre. Die Studie zeigt auch, dass
PE100 ein exzellenter Kandidat fu¨r Rohrleitungs-Lo¨sungen ist und eine Vielfalt
an Spezifikationen fu¨r verschiedene Anwendungen erfu¨llt.
Morphologische und molekulare dynamische a¨nderungen von Polyethylen
wurden durch das Vorhandensein von Kohlenstoff-Nanoro¨hren mittels 1H
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Hochfeld-NMR untersucht. Die Kristallinita¨t und Lamellendicke von
Polyethylen nimmt mit zunehmender Menge von Nanoro¨hren ab. Die wird
durch einen Einschra¨nkungseffekt auf die Kette verursacht, die die Kristallisa-
tion von Polyethylen beim Abku¨hlen der Schmelze beeinflusst. Die a¨nderung
der restlichen dipolaren Kopplungen, bestimmt durch die modifizierte Phase
der wa¨hlbaren Doppel-Quanten-Impulsfolge darauf, beeinflusst die Struk-
tureigenschaftsbeziehungen zwischen der Polymermatrix und der Nanoro¨hren
in der amorphen Phase. Sie erho¨hen die Kettenbeweglichkeit und reduzieren
Vielfalt an Konformationen in dieser Region. Die oben genannten Aspekte
beeinflussen sowohl die mechanische Festigkeit und die thermische Stabilita¨t
von diesen Nanoverbundwerkstoffen.
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1Introduction
Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has matured as a highly appreci-
ated technique for material science and technology. In the last decades, various
NMR methods cornering to different nuclei have been explored and developed for
the investigation of polymer structures and properties. [1–8] Among all, 1H NMR
is still the most efficient one, thanks to its advantages including high sensitivity,
time saving, easy going, and superlatively informative. Based on the correlation
between structure and properties, 1H NMR is able to provide detailed information
which will lead to the further development of material research in the future.
There are many different NMR techniques, for instance, relaxation, spin-
diffusion, and double-quantum that have been well established to elucidate the
1H nuclear environments in polymer materials. NMR relaxation is the simplest
and the most effective method. It is able to extract various parameters and,
thus, to describe the morphology as well as molecular dynamics of the material.
The current widely used relaxation pulse sequences include single 90 ◦, Hahn, [9]
CPMG (Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill), [10,11] saturation recovery, and inversion re-
covery pulse sequences. Free induction decay (FID) recorded after a single 90 ◦
pulse has been proved to be the most effective NMR method to describe the phase
composition and molecular dynamics of semicrystalline polymers. [12–15] Besides,
the recovery signal of the longitudinal relaxation is able to estimate the morpho-
logical domain dimensions of the material. [16,17] Furthermore, Blu¨mich et al. [18–20]
have explored the possibility of employing mobile single-sided NMR on the char-
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acterization of solid polymers with relaxation methods, recently. The positive
results promise its application to the study of plastic materials and, thus, height-
ened the contributions of NMR in materials investigations significantly.
In addition to all the advantages mentioned above, solid-state NMR is also
able to provide other more detailed information by describing the behavior and
interactions of spin pairs. Two typical techniques as spin-diffusion NMR and
double-quantum NMR are widely used. Spin-diffusion NMR is elaborated by the
diffusion coefficients and the distance of the magnetization transfer. It is par-
ticularly useful for the quantitative determination of domain sizes depending on
the different spin diffusivities in different phases. Nowadays, sufficiently reliable
analytical solutions have been established [21–25] which enable spin-diffusion NMR
as a convenient method to describe the morphology of semicrystalline polymers.
One the other hand, double-quantum NMR deals with the dipolar couplings be-
tween spin pairs which reflects the intra- and intermolecular interactions between
protons. It is widely used to investigate the crosslinks of elastomer networks and
their interaction with the inorganic fillers. Up to now, different fitting models are
available to estimate the coupling information of the spin pairs in the polymer
matrix, [26–30] and it is worthwhile to explore the applications of double-quantum
NMR to semicrystalline polymers.
This Ph.D. work focuses on the study of morphology and molecular dynamics
of polyethylene by 1H solid-state NMR. The main designation of such work is
to establish the connections between molecular information and properties of
semicrystalline polymers, thus, to explain their physical performances. This issue
helps to figure out the application difficulties of the materials and, consequently,
improve their contributions in different utilization fields. Besides, as one of the
most informative techniques, the further improvement of the application of solid-
state NMR to materials research is also a very important topic. This includes the
exploration of new NMR methods that suitable for diversified material systems
and the investigation of different NMR hardwares for a wider application to the
material study.
To meet such ends, three major topics were studied and will be presented:
first, investigation of the application of mobile single-sided NMR to the plastic
industry; second, study on aging of polyethylene pipes by solid-state NMR; and
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third, study of carbon nanotube polyethylene composite by solid-state NMR. This
dissertation will, therefore, first introduce the principal basis for the application of
solid-state NMR to semicrystalline polymers in Chapter 2, in which the molecular
motions and the nuclear magnetic relaxation mechanisms will be highlighted.
In Chapter 3, a correlation study of the characterization of polyethylene with
different methods will be presented and, at the same time, the nondestructive
detection of the morphological and molecular dynamical gradients across the high
density polyethylene pipe wall by mobile single-sided NMR will be introduced in
Section 3.6. Afterwards in Chapter 4, by investigating the domain sizes via spin-
diffusion NMR in Section 4.4, the aging mechanism of high density polyethylene
pipes due to hydrostatic pressure and elevated temperature will be discussed
on a molecular level in Section 4.5. Chapter 5 presents the study of carbon
nanotube low density polyethylene composite, in which by investigating the 1H
residual dipolar couplings in the amorphous phase in Section 5.4, the change of
physical properties of the nanocomposite due to the presence of nanotubes will
be explained in Section 5.5. Finally, by speculating on the perspectives of solid-
state NMR in material science and technology, the work will be concluded in
Chapter 6.
3
1 Introduction
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Polyethylene (PE) is a very important material as an integral part of our daily
lives. It was first reported by von Pechmann in 1898 by the decomposition of
diazomethane. [31] However, its potential importance was not recognized until
1930s when Friedrich and Marvel inadvertently created PE from ethylene. [32]
In 1950s, the invention of Ziegler-Natta catalyst led to the development of co-
ordination polymerization which made the production of essentially linear high
density polyethylene (HDPE) possible. [33,34] Consequently, the application fields
of PE broadened significantly and, thus, increased its commercial demand dra-
matically. Nowadays, thanks to its versatilities with respects of the mechanical
properties, easy processability and recyclability at a relatively low cost, as well
as the easily available raw materials, PE becomes one of the most widely used
thermoplastic polymers. PEs with different densities and structures are able to
fulfill diverse applications industrially and domestically. The current annual con-
sumption of PE is approximately 70 million tons, [35] and its main service fields
cover cables, moldings, pipes, films, and so on.
The investigation of chemical and physical properties of PE has been car-
ried out since its appearance. In the last several decades, various techniques
such as X-ray diffraction (XRD), mechanical measurement, infrared spectroscopy
(IR), dielectric measurement, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM), gel permeation chromatography (GPC), and
solid-state NMR have been established to study the different aspects of PE. Its
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structure and chain arrangement, phase composition and morphology, as well as
molecular dynamics in different phases have been intensively investigated. Gen-
erally, different analytical methods are based on different principles, thus, the
obtained information is also different. One of the most notable advantages of
solid-state NMR over its counterparts is the abilities to distinguish the phase
components of semicrystalline polymeric materials based on their different chain
motions and relaxations in a detailed way. [36,37] Besides, by combining different
NMR techniques richer information can be extracted which helps to understand
the properties of the material better. Furthermore, the wide detection range of
molecular motion frequencies by NMR, from 10−1 to 1012 Hz, guarantees its fea-
sibility for diversified molecular conditions. In the last decade, solid-state NMR
has been widely applied to study the phase composition, molecular relaxations,
phase domain dimensions, as well as molecular interactions of PE in different
situations. [38–43]
2.1 Polyethylene Morphology
PE is the simplest polymer molecule which consists of a backbone with a great
number of covalently linked carbon atoms. Simultaneously, a pair of hydrogen
atoms attaches on each carbon atom. As shown in Figure 2.1, PE is an n-alkane,
where n is the polymerization degree which ranges from 100 to as high as 250 000
or even more. In chemically pure PE, the terminals of each polymer chain are
methyl groups. Depending on the polymerization methods, the molecular chains
can be either linear, branched, or crosslinked. The different degrees and lengths
of the branches or the different crosslink densities of PE are the main reasons for
its diversified categories.
H3C
C
H2
H2
C
C
H2
H2
C
CH3
n-2
Figure 2.1: Chemical structure of pure PE.
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2.1.1 Lamella
In linear PE, due to the smallest atomic volume of hydrogen, the steric effects
between alkane units against the chemical bond rotation is the lowest. Besides,
the uniformly nonpolar molecular chains eliminate the intra- or intermolecular
electrostatic interactions. Therefore, long PE chains are highly flexible. In ad-
dition, due to the total symmetric structure along the backbone, these n-alkane
chains strongly intend to fold back to themselves in regular arrays. [44] Figure
2.2(a) shows a regular tight chain folding model, in which the chains form 180 ◦
folds then re-enter into the nearest adjacent neighboring site in the (001) plane.
This type of fold is known as the adjacent re-entry model. [45–47]
(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: (a) Regular tight chain fold of n-alkane, and (b) lamella structure
with stacks of tight folded chain arrays.
Due to the high surface energy, a single regular array is not able to exist
stably. Thus, either a number of arrays tend to pack themselves together in
stack, or the free chains on the array surface continue the folding procedure at
the adjacent positions. [48] Both the above processes enable the arrays to grow in
a third dimension, resulting in a layered structure with a certain thickness, as
shown in Figure 2.2(b). This structure is conventionally known as a lamella and
it is the stem of the crystals in polymer. The direction along the molecular chains
in the lamella is normally defined as the ‘c’ axis.
The above two spontaneous assembly steps are the fundamental reasons for the
formation of the crystalline structure in PE. [49] In the crystal, the chain segments
are well ordered which provide the desirable stiffness and tensile strength for
7
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applications. However, PE consisting of only crystals would be a friable material
with poor toughness and impact strength which is mechanically undesirable. As
a matter of fact, no pure crystalline PE is naturally available.
2.1.2 Phase Composition
The application value of PE rests on the merit of its mechanical properties which
are in turn decided by its intrinsic structure. After more than 50 years intensive
study, it is now well accepted that PE is a semicrystalline polymer with three
different phases according to the degree of order of the chains. [50–52] The ordered
phase is consisted by lamellae with the chain segments fold in regular arrays
which refers as the crystalline phase. The disordered chain segments are normally
continuous with those from the crystalline phase and compose the noncrystalline
region. In this region, the molecular chains can be classified into two different
phases according to their arrangement.
It has been indicated in Figure 2.2 that during the 180 ◦ tight fold, parts
of the chain segment have to stay out of the lamella before the chains re-enter
into the adjacent positions. This phenomenon is the source of the disordered
chain arrangement. In fact, adjacent re-entry is not the only manner applicable
during the chain packing. As shown in Figure 2.3, the continuing chains from the
crystalline phase traverse the lamellae and consist the noncrystalline zones: they
(1) connect to an adjacent lamella; (2) fold back to themselves to the original one
but not re-enter at the adjacent positions; or (3) terminate as chain ends. [53,54]
These different behavior produces the chain conformations as “ties”, “loops”, and
“cilia” in the noncrystalline region, in which the chain segments are more loosely
packed. These types of entry are known as random re-entry model or switchboard
model. [55,56] Guttman et al. [57] came to the result that in linear PE about 70% of
the folds re-enter to the adjacent or next adjacent positions, while leaving about
30% for the random re-entry or “cilia”. However, in branched PE, due to the
relatively stronger steric effect at the branching points, the possibility of 180 ◦
re-entry reduces. In fact, branching degree is the major factor that determines
the adjacent to random re-entry ratio which, consequently, induces the phase
composition differences among different PEs.
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interphase
crystalline
amorphous
crystalline
interphase
Figure 2.3: Three-component phase model.
When concerning to the degree of disorder, the situations are different de-
pending on the positions of the chain segments and their re-entry types in the
noncrystalline region. Figure 2.3 describes a three-component phase model cross-
section of PE. [58] The folded chain segments with the highest degree of order
compose the crystalline phase. These chain segments are fixed by the lamella
structure with a fully extended conformation. On the other hand, the chains
in the noncrystalline region with random re-entries or “cilia” conformations are
largely disordered. These chain segments are considered as the amorphous phase
with high freedoms on their trajectory and represent a wide range of chain con-
formations. At the boundary between the crystalline phase and the amorphous
phase exists a third phase, which is composed by the chain segments exhibit vary-
ing degrees of order as they traverse from the crystalline phase to the amorphous
phase. They incorporate two different molecular conformations, one is the tight
“loops” by adjacent re-entry, the other is the ends of “cilium” or “tie” that con-
nected with the lamellae. The chains in this region are normally referred as the
interphase.
The coexistence of the three phases with different chain conformations and
molecular properties, their interaction and connection with each other, makes
PE desirably stiff and meanwhile tough for applications. A common way to
classify different PEs is according to their densities, as HDPE, medium density
PE (MDPE), and low density PE (LDPE). PEs with different densities possess
9
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different proportions of the three phases, the phase composition.1 Many phys-
ical properties of PE such as stiffness, toughness, tensile strength, and impact
strength are related to the phase composition. Therefore, in order to understand
the mechanical behavior and to tailor the applications of PE, it is essential to
characterize the phase composition precisely.
2.2 Polyethylene Molecular Dynamics
The concept of semicrystalline is important which enables to describe PE as a
composite of crystalline and noncrystalline2 regions (see above). In addition to
the different types of chain order, the intrinsic phase differences in the semicrys-
talline polymers are associated with different molecular dynamics. The molecular
dynamic is related to specific chain motions and relaxations which allow classify-
ing the phases by different analytical techniques.
2.2.1 Translation and Rotation in the Crystalline Phase
In the crystalline phase, the chain segments are compactly organized, in which
the space in between is little and, thus, restricts the chain mobilities. The chain
motions in this region are accomplished by the coordinated movements with other
repeat units in the lamella. Figure 2.4 describes the typical molecular motions in
the crystalline phase, [59] in which two different motion categories are exhibited:
translation and rotation. The rotation movement, also known as 180 ◦ flip, is
achieved by a screw rotation of the whole chain segment about the ‘c’ axis for
180 ◦ flip-flop. [59] This rotational flip accounts only the initial and final states of
the motion with an inherent for- and backward frequency. For a rigid chain, all
the repeat units in the lamella rotate simultaneously, thus, the flip energy barrier
is proportional to the lamella thickness. However, Fro¨hlich [60,61] proposed that
due to the high flexibility of n-alkane, a twist must develop and move through the
crystal during the rotation which involves torsional bond angle distortions. Both
1Phase composition normally refers to the degree of crystallinity as well as the amount
fraction of the interphase and the amorphous phase.
2interphase and amorphous
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the rigid and flexible rotations accompany by a half repeat unit shift along the
‘c’ axis, and cause one end of the chain segment to translate out of the lamella,
as shown on the right of Figure 2.4.
180° flip
one repeat unit 
translation
Figure 2.4: Chain translation and rotation in the crystalline phase.
In translation movement, the chain segments in the lamella translate in such
a way that the phases of the chain segment before and after the movement are
equivalent, while the whole chain segment shifts along the ‘c’ axis. [59] The energy
barrier of such movement is also proportional to the number of repeat units
involved. Enough energy must be accumulated for the translation of one repeat
unit out of the crystallography in a fine lamella structure. In fact, experimental
evidence showed that the translation process occurs easily within the disordering
of the ‘c’ axis when there are imperfections in the lamella, [62] as shown on the left
of Figure 2.4. Both the translation and 180 ◦ flip movements are related to the
α-relaxation [63,64] with a narrow relaxation frequency which provides the chain
mobilities in and through the crystalline phase.
2.2.2 Crankshaft Motion in the Amorphous Phase
In the amorphous phase, when the temperature is above the glass transition
temperature (T g) of the polymer material, the chain segments are highly flexible
thanks to the loose chain packing. [65] Extra empty space caused by the random
chain arrangement, known as free volume (Vf), consists of the holes in the polymer
11
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matrix. [66,67] When the system has sufficient energy, the movements can lead
chain segments to jump into the holes by collaborative bond rotation with several
repeat units, but without disturbing the stem polymer chains, [68] as shown in
Figure 2.5. [69] A series of such motions enables the polymer chains to change
their positions completely. These segmental movements in the amorphous phase
are known as crankshaft motions. [70]
Figure 2.5: Crankshaft motion in the amorphous phase.
Previous investigations indicated that crankshaft motion can be achieved by
the coordination of carbon atoms with different successive numbers, ranging from
4 to 6, on the polymer backbone. [70–72] It is believed that the chain segments
involved in this motion are much shorter than in the α-relaxation in the crystalline
lamella. [73] Crissman et al. [74] and Boyd et al. [75] associated γ relaxation with the
large scale chain motions in the amorphous phase, which is featured by extremely
broad frequencies or time domain. As a matter of fact, the crankshaft motion in
this region is assumed as the major candidate for the molecular mechanism of γ
relaxation. [71,76]
2.2.3 Cooperative Motion in the Interphase
The interphase is a transitional phase between the crystalline phase and the amor-
phous phase, which makes the chain motions in this region more complicated and
arbitrary. On one side, the chains continue from the crystalline phase and have
at least one of their terminals attaches on the axial cross-section of the lamella,
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consistently. Thus, the chain motions are partially constrained by the crystalline
structure. [77] On the other side, the chain segments are also the extensions from
the amorphous phase with high flexibility. Furthermore, the segmental mobilities
are also decided by the re-entry types as indicated in Section 2.1.2. Therefore, the
chain motions in the interphase display a wide range of varieties. In fact, most
of the chain segments move cooperatively with the chain motions from either the
lamella or the amorphous region. Boyd [78] and Mandelkern et al. [79,80] demon-
strated that the partial constrained interphase molecular motions are related to
the β relaxation which proceeds with an intermediate frequency distribution.
2.2.4 Molecular Relaxations
Depending on the molecular circumstances, different relaxation types can be ob-
served in the semicrystalline polymers. Matsuo et al. [81] have investigated the
relaxation activation energies of PE with different techniques. The result showed
that the activation energy for the α relaxation in the crystalline phase is from
100 kJ/mol to 200 kJ/mol at ambient temperatures. While for the β relaxation
in the interphase it is about 100 kJ/mol, and for the γ relaxation in the amor-
phous phase it is around 20 kJ/mol. In addition, Hronsky´ et al. [82] reported the
different relaxation frequencies of PE by a combined dielectric measurement and
solid-state NMR study. They demonstrated that the α relaxation frequency in
the crystalline phase is about 109 MHz and that of the γ relaxation in the amor-
phous phase is about 107 MHz. All these results effectively prove the different
chain mobilities in the different phases. It can be summarized that the chains in
the crystalline phase are highly confined with low mobility, those in the amor-
phous phase are highly flexible with high mobility, and for those in the interphase
both the chain confinement and mobility stay intermediately. [64,83,84]
The different relaxation mechanisms in each phase are the fundamentals for
the molecular dynamical differences and they also influence the physical perfor-
mance of PE. Therefore, to understand PE, the relation between physical proper-
ties and phase composition, the study and interpretation of chain relaxations are
effective. One of the most efficient approaches for this, as demonstrated before,
is solid-state NMR. However, in order to understand its abilities for the phase
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decomposition and morphological study of semicrystalline polymers, it is essen-
tial to explain the basis of the molecular relaxations characterized by solid-state
NMR in the first step.
2.3 NMR Molecular Relaxation
All NMR experiments are carried out in a static magnetic field (B0). Suppose the
spins are in a right-handed three dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. In
the case of spins 1
2
, in the ‘z ’ direction, which is parallel to B0, there are two spin
states with different energies. The values of +1
2
and −1
2
describe the directions
of the nuclear moments either aligned with or against B0. The latter state is the
one with higher energy, and the distribution of spins between these two states
follows the Boltzmann’s distribution law; the difference in energy between the
spins +1
2
and −1
2
is the dominant interaction measured by NMR. At the same
time, in the ‘xy ’ plane which is perpendicular to B0, all the spins precess about
B0 with a so called Larmor precession frequency. By applying a second rotating
magnetic field, designated B1, also known as radiofrequency (rf) field, in the ‘xy ’
plane, the precessing nuclei can be made to flip. If the B1 rotates exactly at the
Larmor frequency, the resonance happens. Consequently, the magnetization of
the spin changes both along the ‘z ’ axis and in the ‘xy ’ plane. One fundamental
method of NMR is to detect the spin magnetization recover back to its initial
states after the application of B1 via either transverse relaxation or longitudinal
relaxation.
2.3.1 Transverse Relaxation
Transverse relaxation describes the relaxation of the magnetization in the ‘xy ’
plane which may involve interactions between different spins. Therefore, it is also
known as spin-spin relaxation. Spin-spin interactions induce a variation of local
magnetic fields (Bloc) throughout the whole spin system which in turn influences
the spin precession. Spins with different precession frequencies tend to get out of
the uniform phase and, consequently, the magnetization intensity decreases. In
other words, after the rf pulse, the magnetization in the ‘xy ’ plane decays to zero
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by spin dephasing with a time constant called transverse (spin-spin) relaxation
time T2. If Bloc varies greatly throughout the spin system, the significant dif-
ference in precession frequencies between spins leads the magnetization to decay
faster. 1/T2 is used to represent the relaxation rate as:
Mxy(t) = Mxy(0) e
−t/T2 , (2.1)
whereMxy is the transverse magnetization, andMxy(0) is the corresponding signal
intensity before the first rf pulse. Normally, T2 is defined as the time at which the
Mxy has decayed to 37% of Mxy(0). In transverse relaxation, there is no energy
transmission involved.
In polymers, segmental chain motions are the major sources that influence
the internuclear interactions, which in turn influence the deviation of Bloc from
B0 for a specific spin. Depending on the degree of deviation, T2 of the system
changes. Bloembergen [85] has introduced a calculation model to estimate T2 in
1948. However, McBrierty et al. [86] assumed that a Gaussian distribution cor-
rection would be more appropriate for the solid materials such as semicrystalline
polymers. In a system with all spins 1
2
, the T2 calculation model can be written
as: (
1
T2
)2
=
9
32
γ4g ~2
∑
k
|Fk0|2, (2.2)
where γg is the gyromagnetic ratio, ~ is the Planck’s constant over 2pi. Statisti-
cally, the definition of Fk0 = (3 cos
2 θk − 1)/r3k can be applied in solid polymers,
where rk is the radius vector from spin k to its nuclear neighbors and θk is the
angle between rk and B0.
[87]
In order to understand this model, it is necessarily to first focus on the angle
factor 3 cos2 θk − 1. When all angles are available for the internuclear vectors
in a three dimensional frame, i.e., cos2 θk = 1/3, Fk0 will then be averaged to
zero, which may make T2 very high; an example of this is seen in the transverse
relaxation of liquids. However, in solid polymers the possibility of the angular
diversities reduces significantly.
In the crystalline phase, due to the chain confinement and less mobilities, the
intermolecular angular diversity between spins is small which causes the chain
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segmental behavior in this region to be anisotropic. Thus, the deviation of Bloc
from B0 is extremely wide, and the relaxation rate in this region is very high with
a short T2. On the other hand, in the amorphous phase at a temperature higher
than T g, the less chain restriction increases both the chain mobilities and the
angular diversities. The isotropic chain behavior in this region reduces the Bloc
deviation and, subsequently, reduces the relaxation rate. Therefore, T2 in the
amorphous phase is much longer than in the crystalline phase. In the interphase,
both the angular diversities and the chain mobilities stay intermediate. Thus,
this region displays an intermediately T2 between the crystalline phase and the
amorphous phase. In typical semicrystalline polymers, T2 ranges from about 10µs
in the crystalline phase to as high as 1 ms in the totally amorphous region. [87]
2.3.2 Longitudinal Relaxation
Longitudinal relaxation describes the relaxation of the magnetization in the ‘z ’ di-
rection which involves the energy between spins and their environmental lattices.
Therefore, it is also known as spin-lattice relaxation. In spin system, the diverse
molecular motions induce alternating Blocs with a wide range of correlation fre-
quencies. When these frequencies are comparable to the spin resonance frequency
in B0, the energy transmits efficiently between the spins and their surrounding
lattices. Consequently, the spins are able to flip between different energy levels
continuously. After the rf pulse, the magnetization in the ‘z ’ direction recovers
back to its initial state by transmitting the energy from spins −1
2
to the lattices
with a time constant called longitudinal (spin-lattice) relaxation time T1. Lon-
gitudinal relaxation is governed by the frequency fluctuations of Bloc that occur
close to the spin resonance frequency. 1/T1 is used to describe the relaxation rate
as:
Mz(t) = Mz(0)(1− e−t/T1), (2.3)
where Mz is the longitudinal magnetization, and Mz(0) is the corresponding signal
intensity before the first rf pulse. Normally, T1 is defined as the time for Mz
recovers back to 63% of its original intensity after the rf pulse.
In polymers, the diversified chain motions cause the frequency fluctuations
to differ from phase to phase. Based on this the morphological information can
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be obtained by NMR T1 measurement. By modifying Bloembergen’s calculation
method, McBrierty et al. introduced the estimation model of T1 for semicrys-
talline polymers with the similar approach as described for T2.
[85,86] For a spin 1
2
system, it can be written as:
1
T1
=
9
8
γ4g ~2
ω0
(
2χ0
1 + χ20
∑
k
|Fk1|2 +
2χ0
1 + 4χ20
∑
k
|Fk2|2
)
, (2.4)
where ω0 is the Larmor frequency of the spins in B0; χ0 = ω0τc, τc is the molec-
ular correlation time which is reciprocally related to the molecular relaxation
frequencies; Fk1 and Fk2 are the lattice functions which are proportional to the
relaxation frequency distribution. [88]
In the T1 calculation, only the time dependent part of the function is relevant.
According to Equation 2.4, the value of T1 reaches the minimum when the relax-
ation distribution is very wide and, at the same time, χ0 ' 0.5 to 1. The current
typical proton spin precession frequencies in NMR range from 107 Hz to as high as
109 Hz. It is already known that the molecular relaxation frequencies of PE also
range from 107 Hz in the amorphous phase to 109 Hz in the crystalline phase. [82]
Therefore, the correlation between the spin procession frequencies and the molec-
ular motions is comparable in all phases. However, due to the extremely wide
molecular relaxation frequency distribution in the amorphous phase, the energy
transmission efficiency in this region is higher. Thus, T1 in the amorphous phase
is normally shorter than in the crystalline phase in the NMR spectroscopically
applicable temperature range. McCall [87] mentioned that experimental T1 val-
ues determined by NMR for polymers are usually higher than the theoretically
estimated values. This can be explained by the relaxations in which only the
chain segments engage in the motions have to transfer the magnetization along
the entire chain through spin-diffusion.
2.4 NMR Experimental Methods
The bases of NMR for materials studies are the molecular information extracted
from the NMR signal after the rf pulse. By applying different pulse sequences
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different information can be obtained. In solid polymer study, certain specific
characteristics of the spectrometer hardwares are required to generate precise
pulses as well as to record accurate signals.
2.4.1 NMR Equipments
The resolution and sensitivity of NMR spectrometers have been significantly im-
proved during the last several decades. Nowadays, spectrometers with a wide
range of resonance frequencies from 1 MHz to 1000 MHz are available. Besides,
in addition to the conventional homogeneous high-field NMR, the development
of the open magnet geometries has led to the booming of the applications of the
low-field single-sided NMR to various areas. [89] All these progresses make NMR a
more and more attractive and convenient technology for material characterization
and research.
S
N
N
S
yoke
magnet
rf coil
sensitive volume
B0
B1
fixed frame
(b)
B0
B1
(a)
sensitive volume
rf coil
Figure 2.6: Principal schematic sensor of (a) high-field NMR and (b) unilateral
low-field NMR-MOUSE.
Figure 2.6(a) shows the principal schematic sensor of high-field NMR, [90] in
which B0 is normally generated by superconducting magnets. The rf coil is double
functioned: (1) as a transmitter to generate the B1, and (2) as a receiver to record
the signal after the rf pulse. The sensitive volume is inside the rf coil. Due to the
fast molecular relaxation of semicrystalline polymers such as PE, several essential
requirements on the solid-state spectrometer which are more stringent than its
liquid-state counterpart must be met. [91] First, the pulse programmer must be
able to produce short duration pulses of microseconds or even less with a width
and stabilities that are controlled with deviations of less than 1%. Second, a
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fast analogue-to-digital converter is indispensable. It allows to apply a as short
as possible dwell time to capture enough points of the FID after the rf pulse.
Third, a sensitive signal receiver with a extremely short instrumental dead time
is desirable to record sufficient signals at the beginning of the FIDs.
Figure 2.6(b) shows the digram of a NMR-MOUSEr (NMR mobile universal
surface explorer), [89,92,93] in which B0 is generated by arrays of permanent mag-
nets with a field intensity ranging from 0.1∼1 T. Due to the open and single-sided
magnet arrangement, B0 in this system is inhomogeneous with a magnetic gra-
dient up to 20 T/m. [94–96] The surface rf coil is placed on the top of the magnet
arrays and plays the same functions as in the high-field NMR. The sensitive vol-
ume is over the rf coil within certain specific distance. Recently, NMR-MOUSE
acquired a more and more important role in the NMR technology. The advan-
tages of open sensor as well as small volume and weight make it advisable to
investigate the objects out of the NMR laboratory in a noninvasive manner. Fur-
thermore, with the incorporation of the digital lift, the profile NMR-MOUSE
is able to sweep the detailed profile information of the testing specimens on a
microscopic scale within its sensitive range. [97]
2.4.2 Pulse Sequences
In previous section, two different relaxation processes as transverse and longitu-
dinal relaxations in NMR have been descried. The pulse sequences used to study
these two relaxation processes are different. The simplest way to observe the
transverse relaxation is the FID measured after a single 90 ◦ pulse in the high-
field NMR, as described in Figure 2.7(a). When the signals are detected under
homogeneous B0, T2 of liquids can be simply obtained by fitting the FIDs with
the exponential function in Equation 2.1. However, for semicrystalline polymers,
due to the complexity of the spin couplings, modification of the normal exponen-
tial decay function is necessary. Besides, multicomponent function is essential
for the spin systems with different relaxation behavior, and based on the signal
intensities of each component, the phase composition is extractable. However,
due to the instrumental dead time, the fitting distortion due to the loss of initial
signals has to be taken into consideration.
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Figure 2.7: Pulse sequences for transverse relaxation measurement: (a) single
90 ◦ pulse, (b) Hahn echo, and (c) CPMG. τe/2 is time interval between 90 ◦ pulse
and 180 ◦ pulse in the spin echo pulse sequences, and τe is known as echo time.
Hahn and CPMG pulse sequences, which are known as spin echo methods, are
also widely used to investigate the proton transverse relaxations. In fact, these
sequences are more popular as they can diminish the dephasing effect caused by
the inhomogeneity of the B0 and, thus, to extract the intrinsic T2 of the specimens.
Figure 2.7(b) presents the Hahn echo pulse sequence. After the 90 ◦ excitation
pulse, the transverse magnetization starts to decay with time. If a 180 ◦ pulse is
applied along an axis in the “xy” plane at time τe/2, the magnetization is able to
refocus and the signal reaches to the maximum with a same period of τe/2 after
the 180 ◦ pulse. This refocused signal is known as an echo. With the Hahn echo
pulse sequence, the decaying signal is acquired by applying a list of varying τes.
The fundamentals of the CPMG pulse sequence are the same as those of Hahn
pulse sequence, the only difference is instead of applying different τes between
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the pulses, it fixes τe and applies a number of 180
◦ pulses to record the echoes
between them, as shown in Figure 2.7(c). The shortest possible τe is decided by
the instrumental dead time, the 90 ◦ pulses length, as well as the acquisition time.
In fact the relative long τe also leads to severe signal loss at the beginning of the
decays, especially in CPMG pulse sequence.
 d
90y°90° 90° 90° 90° 90° 90°
(a)
t
excitation evolution detection
 d
90y°180°
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excitation
evolution detection
Figure 2.8: Pulse sequences for longitudinal relaxation measurement: (a) satura-
tion recovery pulse sequence and (b) inversion recovery pulse sequence.
There are two different pulse sequences available to observe the longitudinal
relaxation, saturation recovery and inversion recovery pulse sequences, as shown
in Figure 2.8. The basic construction of these two pulse sequences is the same,
which can be resolved into excitation, evolution, and detection parts. The main
difference between them is the excitation mechanism which can be also read from
their names. In the saturation recovery pulse sequence, before the evolution time,
a series of 90 ◦ pulses with arbitrary phases is applied to excite the spins and to
suppress the global magnetization on the ‘z ’ axis. On the other hand, in the
inversion recovery pulse sequence, a 180 ◦ pulse is used to excite the spins and to
lead the magnetization on the ‘z ’ direction to flip to the minus direction. After
the excitation period, a delay time τd is applied in both cases to investigate the
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recovering of the magnetization back to its thermodynamic equilibrium state and,
thus, to evaluate the spin longitudinal relaxation. After τd with the application
of the 90 ◦ pulses the recovered magnetization intensities can be detected. In
both sequences a varying list of τd is applied to build up the recovery curves. T1
can be obtained by fitting the recovery curves with the exponential function as
Equation 2.3. In general, the phase resolution of longitudinal relaxation methods
is not as good as that of the transverse relaxation methods in solid polymer
studies. However, morphological information can be still estimated based on the
differences in T1.
In addition to the basic relaxation pulse sequences, today, more advanced
NMR methods are available for the modern characterization of polymer materials,
for instance, the high resolution solid-state NMR spectroscopy, multidimensional
NMR, etc. [14,22,98–102] In particularly, as demonstrated in Chapter 1, the abilities
of double-quantum NMR to observe the intra- and/or intermolecular nuclear
interactions between protons as well as those of spin-diffusion NMR to detect
the magnetization diffusion processes are the most widely applied. Both of them
provide more detailed information which helps to understand the materials better.
They will be introduced and applied separately under certain specific molecular
conditions in the following chapters.
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Solid-State NMR in a PE Study
The degree of crystallinity is without doubt the most widely discussed issue in
both investigation and application of PE. Nowadays, different analytical methods
such as XRD, [103,104] IR, [105] DSC, [106,107] and solid-state NMR [42,108] are able to
characterize the crystallinity of semicrystalline polymers. Different assumptions
based on either the long range order, optical transmittance, enthalpy latent, or
molecular motions have to be taken so as to apply these methods to describe the
morphological complexity of PE. [104] However, they will lead to controversy re-
sults. Besides, two-component crystalline-amorphous phase model is widely used
to simplify the description of semicrystalline polymers, such as the crystallinity
determined by DSC. This causes the description of the well accepted third phase,
the interphase, a problem. All these issues make the correlation of the phase
compositions determined by different methods necessary.
In the current study, phase compositions of different PEs characterized by
DSC as well as high- and low-field solid-state NMR were compared. The melting
behavior and the NMR molecular relaxations of the samples were also studied. At
the same time, the application potential of the NMR-MOUSE to semicrystalline
polymer was evaluated by comparison with high-field NMR. The morphological
and molecular dynamical gradients of HDPE pipes caused by different processing
parameters were monitored by the NMR-MOUSE in a nondestructive manner.
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3.1 Materials
A series of PE samples with different crystallinities were either purchased from
Aldrich-Sigma or kindly donated by research collaborators. All of them are non-
crosslinked, however, their structures as molecular weight, branching degree, and
branching length is various. The samples were studied as received.
3.2 Characterization by DSC
DSC is a classical and widely used technique on polymer science. Based on
the latent habit as well as the melting behavior, DSC is able to elucidate the
glass transition, crystallization kinetics, and crystallization thermodynamics of
polymers. For the fundamental principles and applications previous work as well
as references there are recommended. [109,110]
3.2.1 DSC Measurement
A NETZSCH DSC 204 apparatus was applied to investigate the melting behavior
and crystallinity of PE samples. The DSC temperature scans were carried out
between room temperature and 180 ◦C with both heating and cooling rates of
10 ◦C/min. A nitrogen gas flow rate of 20 cm3/min was applied to create the
inert atmosphere so as to avoid the oxidation or decomposition reactions.
3.2.2 Crystallinity and Melting Behavior
Figure 3.1 depicts a typical DSC scan of PE, in which the heating and cooling
traces are labeled as endothermic and exothermic processes, respectively. There
are three important parameters which can be characterized by DSC: (1) the
melting temperature (Tm) which is defined as the peak of heating traces, (2) the
crystallization temperature (Tc) which is defined as the peak of the cooling traces,
and (3) the crystallinity (wc) which is derived from the melting enthalpy (∆hm)
by integrating the area under the heating traces as the shaded pattern shown in
the figure. In this study, the specific melting enthalpy of ∆h0m = 293 J/g for ideal
100% PE crystals was used to calculate wc.
[111,112]
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Figure 3.1: DSC traces of PE.
Table 3.1: Crystallinity, melting temperature, and crystallization temperature of
PE determined by DSC.
Samples
Tc Tm wc
◦C ◦C %
1 105.9 123.3 33.4
2 105.5 124.2 37.4
3 98.7 114.6 41.5
4 112.9 130.4 56.0
5 114.4 134.0 65.3
6 119.1 143.4 70.3
In order to have the result comparable between DSC and NMR, uniform
thermal history of the samples is essential. However, DSC measurements involve
heating and temperature encoding, by which the thermal history is changed after
the first scan. Therefore, in this study, only the first heating and cooling traces
were used to identify Tc, Tm, and wc for all samples.
[113] Table 3.1 shows the
results, in which the samples are sorted and numbered from 1 to 6 according to
wc. Both Tc and Tm increase with wc, except for the third sample which has the
lowest values. This indicates, basically, the crystal size changes in accordance
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with wc, and their molecular structure differences do not influence the melting
behavior apparently.
3.3 Characterization by High-Field 1H FID
Due to the various benefits of 1H FID measurements, in the last decade, inten-
sive investigations have been carried out on its applications to semicrystalline
polymers. [38,42,83,114] To name just a few of its advantages, first thanks to the fast
longitudinal relaxation and high natural abundance of 1H, it is effectively time
saving. One FID measurement normally takes only 2∼10 min including signal
averaging. Second, FID is the most accurate NMR transverse relaxation signal
for the crystalline phase in semicrystalline materials, as the extremely short dwell
time promises to record the initial signals of the fast decays as many as possible.
Third, well established fitting models are available for the data interpretation
which guarantees the extracted morphological and molecular dynamical informa-
tion accurate.
However, there are still remaining issues need to be taken into consideration, in
which the most obvious one is caused by the instrumental intrinsic dead time (td)
before the acquisition opening. It causes a significant signal loss in the crystalline
phase due to its high relaxation rate. The influence of the inherent signal blank
at the beginning of FIDs on the accuracy of the data interpretation has been
realized since decades. One common way to compensate this drawback is to
generate the lost signal at the beginning of FIDs. Engelsberg and Lowe [115] used
the zero-time-resolution technique [116] to rebuild the lost signal. This method
can well rebuild the blank signal, however, it must be performed at the expense
of the time saving advantage of standard FID measurements. Litvinov et al. [113]
demonstrated that one can apply the solid echo and, by extrapolating the signals
recorded with different echo times, establish the signal point at time zero. Hansen
et al. [42] estimated the zero time signal by measuring the melted samples. Liquids
exhibit longer relaxation times which allow them to ignore the relatively small
fraction of signal loss during td. Both the above methods can only generate
one data point at zero time which can partially compensate for fit errors caused
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by the missing signal at the beginning of the decays. However, the addition of
only one more point at the beginning of FID can contribute only a very limited
improvement of the fit. In the current work, the influence of td on the FID fit
quality was evaluated. The fit was performed on the FIDs without reconstruction
of the initial signals, and the influence of the fit extrapolation on the result of
the phase composition was evaluated without any fit coordination control at the
signal blank region (initial region) of the FIDs.
3.3.1 1H FID Measurement
1H static FID measurements after the single 90 ◦ pulse1 were performed on a
700 MHz Bruker NMR spectrometer. A high power magic angle spinning (MAS)
probe body with a 3.2 mm coil was applied and the optimized 90 ◦ rf pulse was
2µs. The FIDs were recorded with a dwell time of 0.1µs, and the number of
scans was 32 with a recycle delay of 5 s. A series of measurements with different
td from 5µs to 10µs was performed with a time increment of 1µs between each
step. All measurements were carried out at room temperature.
3.3.2 Model Fit
Pake [117] has deduced an expression to describe the relaxation of the crystalline
phase represented by 1H broad line spectrum of a spin 1
2
system. However, in
order to apply this model to the FID, an inverse Fourier transformation is indis-
pensable. Look et al. [118] solved this problem by applying Fresnel function with
the definition of the integral functions. Besides, Brereton [119] introduced a pre-
cise analytical function which is able to describe the decays of the noncrystalline
phase with a single relaxation time. Therefore, by combining Look’s function and
several Brereton’s functions, the relaxation behavior of semicrystalline polymers
can be described. However, due to the complexity of these two functions with
too many fit coefficients, the data analysis is not a trivial task, and fit errors can
easily occur. [38] Instead, Dadayli et al. [12] introduced a more simplified model by
combining an Abragam function, [120] a stretched exponential decay function, [121]
1For pulse sequence, please see Figure 2.7(a).
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and several exponential decay functions to describe the decays of the crystalline
phase, the interphase, and the amorphous phase, respectively.1 In the current
situation, a three-component fit model is applied to meet the phase model that
has been described in Section 2.1.2. The fit function is:
I(t) = I(0)c exp
[
− 1
2
(
t
T c2
)2]
sin (2piφt)
2piφt
+
I(0)i exp
[
−
(
t
T i2
)κ]
+ I(0)a exp
(
− t
T a2
)
, (3.1)
where t is the time domain; I is the signal intensity in arbitrary units, in which
the superscripts c, i, and a represent the crystalline phase, the interphase, and
the amorphous phase, respectively; φ is the sinusoidal oscillation constant; κ
is the exponent of the stretched exponential decay function which depending
on the phase softness changes between 1 (pure exponential decay) and 2 (pure
Gaussian decay). Phase composition is deduced by the signal intensity of each
phase obtained at zero time, for instance, crystallinity can be calculated by:
wc = I(0)
c/[I(0)c + I(0)i + I(0)a]. Previous work has proved that softness of
the interphase is irrelevant to the crystallinity, and only the corresponding signal
intensities change from on sample to another. [42] Therefore, partially constrained
model fit of κ being fixed to 1.5 was applied for all samples in this study.
Figure 3.2 shows the FID fit results and the fit residuals. Zero time is de-
fined as the center of the rf pulse. The benefit of FID fit over the broad line
deconvolution is its automatic extrapolation of the signal back to zero time and,
thus, to compensate the signal loss induced by td. The initial fit result in the
short time domain2 built by the fit model reaches a plateau at td = 0.1µs, based
on which the signal lost between 0 and 6.8µs3 of about 25% can be calculated.
This signal loss is mainly from the crystalline phase, as presented by the decays
1This is the current most widely applied model for the fit of FIDs recorded from the semicrys-
talline polymers. There are also other models available, some of them have been investigated
and discussed in previous work, [38] and the result showed that there are differences between the
phase compositions achieved by different models. However, the influence of different fit models
on T2 has, up to now, not been discussed.
2The time domain NMR is not able to record the signal due to td.
3The first valid signal point is recorded at 6.8µs in this study.
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Figure 3.2: 1H FID of PE measured on high-field NMR and the fitting results
with the indication of fitting residuals. The decomposed three components are
presented with different line styles.
of the decomposed sublines.1 Due to the beat profile of the FID between 20µs
and 30µs, the fit residual (σr) acts as a damped oscillation at the time domain
from 6.8µs to 90µs. This behavior was first observed in inorganic crystals and is
able to describe the 1H dipolar couplings. The beat profile has been frequently
discussed in PE studies over the last decades, [122–125] and it is also the reason for
the implant of the sinusoidal term in the Abragam function. However, the side
effect is the oscillation manner, the function generates the deviation of the fit
result from the true values at the beginning of FIDs. This induces distortions
when extrapolating the fit line to zero time, and may lead to fitting errors.
3.3.3 Dead Time Dependence
According to the current observation, σrs at the beginning of the FIDs that
recorded with different tds are consistently negative, and the absolute values get
higher when the signal approaches the first valid point. If this observation is
common to all fits, the value of td will then influence the total deviation of the
1Crystalline phase decays the fastest, thus, leads to the most significant signal loss.
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extrapolation. Hence, it is necessarily to evaluate the fit distortions with different
tds. Figure 3.3 shows the FIDs recorded with different tds which are presented in
a semilogarithmic scale. The decays at long time domain are identical, the only
difference between them is the cut of the signal at the initial regions.
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Figure 3.3: 1H FID of PE recorded with different dead times.
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Figure 3.4: Fit of PE 1H FIDs, in which from bottom to top the dashed lines
present the fit results of FIDs with a dead time from 5µs to 10µs: (a) whole time
domain, (b) magnified display of the circled region in Figure (a).
Figure 3.4 shows the fit results. In Figure 3.4(a), the extrapolated signals
at the signal blank region increase with increasing td. Besides, all the fitted
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values are higher than the first signal point at 6.8µs that is measured with td =
5µs. Therefore, the extrapolated values at time less than 6.8µs deviate to higher
values than the real data, as no true signal points are available to constrain the
fit. This indicates the increasing td causes the fit distortion to be more severe.
Figure 3.4(b) is a zoomed display of the fits in the initial region of the FIDs. The
fitting program only controls the deviations of less than 2% at the first valid data
point for each FID. However, for the FID recorded with td = 10µs, the deviation
increases to more than 10% compared to the real signal recorded at 6.8µs with td
= 5µs. Thus, by extrapolating the signal to zero time in this case (td = 10µs),
the deviation becomes very strong, which will definitely lead to calculated phase
compositions different from the true values.
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Figure 3.5: Dead time dependence of 1H FID fit results: (a) phase composition
and (b) transverse relaxation times.
Figure 3.5 shows the td dependent fit results. Both phase composition and T2
are influenced, in which the amounts of the crystalline phase and the amorphous
phase increase with td, while that of the interphase decreases. T2s from different
phases act in a more consistent way that all of them decrease with td, and T
a
2
is affected most remarkably. By extrapolating the dependence to td = 0,
1 it is
1Due to the lack of supporting theory, the extrapolation of the results was performed ac-
cording to the manner of td dependence. The phase composition was extrapolated by power
law function and the T2s were extrapolated linearly.
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able to extract the true values for phase composition and T2, as indicated by
the solid symbols in the figures. The results illustrate that the td influence on
phase composition is not obvious when td is lower than 6µs, as plateaus can be
observed for all phases by then. On the other hand, T2s from different phases are
all linearly dependent to td. The changes of T
c
2 and T
i
2 with td are weak, however,
for T a2 it is quite strong. An as high as 10% deviation of the extrapolated T
a
2 from
that of determined by the FID recorded with td = 5µs can be observed.
3.3.4 Phase Composition and Relaxation Times – I
Table 3.2 shows the phase composition and T2s determined by high-field
1H FID.
All the values are obtained with the extrapolation of td to zero. wc changes in
the same way as observed by DSC, while the fraction of interphase (wi) decreases
with increasing wc. The fraction of amorphous phase (wa) behaves differently,
when wc is less than 60%, the detected wa are uniformly around 6.0%, while when
wc is more than 70%, the amorphous phase is not detectable. Besides, T2 seems
not to be subject to obvious change with increasing wc in all phases. T
c
2 , T
i
2, and
T a2 are around 13.5µs, 28.0µs, and 138.0µs, respectively.
1
Table 3.2: Phase composition and transverse relaxation times of PE determined
by high-field 1H FID.
Samples
wc wi wa T
c
2 T
i
2 T
a
2
% % % µs µs µs
1 47.7 46.3 6.0 14.0 30.0 139.0
2 50.6 43.6 5.9 13.6 30.0 133.4
3 54.3 39.8 6.0 13.9 27.7 145.8
4 71.6 28.4 0 13.3 31.1 –
5 79.4 20.6 0 12.9 25.5 –
6 86.1 13.9 0 13.0 27.4 –
1T a2 s of the samples with wc higher than 70% are not available, as the amorphous phase is
not observable for them. Due to the strong chain confinement caused by the high crystallinity,
the relaxation of the amorphous phase is not detectable.
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3.4 Characterization by NMR-MOUSE
Although there are many advantages for conventional high-field NMR, its appli-
cations are still hampered somewhat due to the fact that the sample dimensions
have to be small enough to fit into a big and heavy magnet installed in dedicated
laboratories. Besides, the spectrometers are also expensive. [126] On the other
side, the NMR-MOUSE is far less expensive, portable, and does not impose re-
strictions neither on the sizes of the object nor the places of the measurement.
However, because of the relatively longer instrumental intrinsic dead time, its
applications to semicrystalline polymers are still not wide, and up to now few
relevant publications are available on this subject. [127–130] Therefore, it is impor-
tant and worthwhile to further evaluate the application of NMR-MOUSE to the
characterization of semicrystalline polymers, and to prove its validation in this
field with samples in a wide range of crystallinities.
3.4.1 NMR-MOUSE Relaxation Measurement
A profile NMR-MOUSE with 20.6 MHz 1H resonance frequency was applied to
study the relaxations of PE. The magnet used to generate the sensitive volume
is similar to that presented in Figure 2.6(b), in which four permanent magnets
with specific polarization directions were placed and fixed on the top of a yoke.
The digital lift enables to sweep the sample voxels in the sensitive range. [97]
A 90 ◦–90 ◦ solid echo train was applied to record the 1H transverse relaxation
of PE. It is similar to the CPMG pulse sequence as described in Figure 2.7(c).
Instead of 180 ◦ pulses after the first 90 ◦ pulse, all the pulses in the solid echo
chain are 90 ◦ pulses. Besides, the phase of the first rf pulse differs by 90 ◦ from
those of the rest pulses in the pulse sequence. [11] The optimized 2.2µs 90 ◦ rf
pulses with the shortest available echo time of 21.8µs were used, and the echo
numbers were 600. All the samples were repeated for three times and the number
of scans for each were 1024 with a recycle delay of 2 s. Besides, in order to get rid
of the heating effect caused by the high power rf pulses, an air cooling system was
applied. A saturation recovery pulse sequence, which is similar to that presented
in Figure 2.8(a), was used to evaluate the 1H longitudinal relaxation. In stead of
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record the whole decays as on the high-field NMR, in our case, another 90 ◦ pulse
was applied to acquire the echoes on the NMR-MOUSE for signal acquisition by
the rf coil. The recycle delay for this measurement was 1 s and other parameters
and setups were all the same as those for the solid echo train measurement.
3.4.2 Data Interpretation
The relaxation decays recorded by the solid echo train can be well described
by multicomponent exponential decay functions as Equation 2.1. This is also
applicable for semicrystalline polymers. [127] In this work, a three-component fit
model was used to meet the established phase model.
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Figure 3.6: 1H solid echo decay of PE measured with the NMR-MOUSE and the
fit results with the indication of fit residuals. The decomposed three components
are presented with different line styles.
Figure 3.6 is the fit result, in which the first valid data point was recorded
at 43.6µs1 after the application of the first 90 ◦ pulse. By extrapolating the fit
curve to 1µs the signal plateau is observed. The signal lost due to the dead time
effect at the initial region of the decay is around 25% which is at the same level
1Due to the over lowed signal intensity induced by the inhomogeneity of B0, all the first
echoes did not use for the data interpretations.
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as that has been observed by high-field 1H FID. However, there is no oscillation
behavior observed in the fit residual which indicates the distortion induced by
the fit extrapolation can be ignored. The phase composition can be calculated in
the same way as indicated in Section 3.3.2.
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Figure 3.7: 1H longitudinal relaxation recovery of PE measured with the NMR-
MOUSE and the fit result. The inserted figure shows the results on a double-
logarithmic scale.
The longitudinal recovery can be only fitted with one-component model as
Equation 2.3. The obtained T1 is able to correlate with the morphology. Figure
3.7 shows the fit result with the inserted display in a double-logarithmic scale.
The signal suffers strong fluctuation due to the low signal to noise ratio, however,
the fit line still meets with the data points well.
3.4.3 Effective Transverse Relaxation Time
The transverse relaxation rates detected by high-field NMR and NMR-MOUSE
are different, as shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.6. The time domain recorded
by NMR-MOUSE is 100 times longer than that recorded by the high-field NMR,
which indicates a much lower relaxation rate. This phenomenon was first inves-
tigated by Ostroff and Waugh, [131] and the applied solid echo train versus double
solid echo train is also known as OW4 pulse sequence. [132] The over lowed relax-
ation rate, in this case, is caused by the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field of the
NMR-MOUSE. The significant field gradient leads to a strong space modulation
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of B0 and B1, consequently, causes a spin flip angle distribution between differ-
ent voxels within the sensitive volume. [133,134] The subsequent spin-lock effects [131]
influence the signal decay, in which a mixture of transverse and longitudinal relax-
ations can be detected simultaneously. Therefore, the relaxation time determined
by solid echo train on the NMR-MOUSE is not pure T2, but rather a combination
of T2 and the longitudinal relaxation time in rotating frame, T1ρ. This specific
relaxation time is conventionally referred as T2eff, and it is echo time dependent.
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Figure 3.8: Initial echoes of the decays with different echo times recorded by
NMR-MOUSE.
By placing the specimens in a homogeneous B0 in the presence of a large
static gradient, Bain et al. [135] have calculated the remaining spin echo signals
in the ‘xy’ plane with increasing echo numbers. They deduced the contribution
of the transverse relaxation on each specific echo in the decay and, at the same
time, described the effect of longitudinal relaxation induced by the gradient. By
describing the time and space dependent Bloc of an inhomogeneous NMR open
sensor, Hu¨rlimann et al. [136] introduced a simplified expression to describe the
relaxation rate at the initial part of the decays recorded by CPMG pulse sequence
for the liquids as:
1
T2eff
=
1
T2
− ψ
(
1
T2
− 1
T1ρ
)
, (3.2)
where 0≤ ψ ≤1 is related to the direction of Bloc in each echo. This equation
illustrates the decreasing of the detected transverse relaxation rate due to spin-
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lock effects. It is also applicable for the solid samples measured by the solid
echo train. However, the calculation of ψ is different. Figure 3.8 shows the
initial part of the decays measured with different τe, in which by increasing τe the
signal deteriorates faster. This indicates the spin-lock effect gets weaker with the
increasing τe, which makes the T2 contribution higher. Figure 3.9 is a comparison
between the decays with and without spin-lock effect. The “” symbolized decay
is built by taking the second echo recored with different echo times, in which the
spin-lock effect gets weaker with time, as longer τes were applied for the signal
acquisition at the long time domain. The relaxation rate difference between the
normal solid echo decay and the built up second echo with different τes is clear,
in which the time domain shift is about 100 times. The decay built by the second
echoes behaves similar as 1H FID recorded by high-field NMR. However, due to
the severe signal loss of more than 65% at the initial part, the dead time effect
will definitely lead to the fit result be unreliable. In fact, the spin-lock effect, the
higher T2eff than T2, is the main reason which makes the NMR-MOUSE applicable
for semicrystalline polymers with the solid echo train method.
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Figure 3.9: Solid echo decay and the second echo of the decays with different
echo times recorded by NMR-MOUSE.
3.4.4 Phase Composition and Relaxation Times – II
Table 3.3 shows the phase composition, T2eff , and T1 determined by NMR-MOUSE,
in which wc changes the same as observed by DSC, and wi changes the same as
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observed by high-field 1H FID. The amorphous phase is observable for all samples
by NMR-MOUSE and the values of wa are around 10%. T2eff seem not to change
with wc either, the detected T
c
2eff , T
i
2eff , and T
a
2eff are around 80µs, 600µs, and
2500µs, respectively. However, T1 increases with increasing wc significantly.
Table 3.3: Phase composition, effective transverse relaxation times, and longitu-
dinal relaxation time of PE determined by NMR-MOUSE.
Samples
wc wi wa T
c
2eff T
i
2eff T
a
2eff T1
% % % µs µs µs ms
1 49.3 37.1 13.6 96.5 629.6 2373.1 125.9
2 52.2 34.2 13.6 92.8 844.1 3340.2 132.1
3 57.2 34.2 8.5 86.7 564.4 2634.1 138.7
4 58.4 28.8 12.8 67.6 417.1 1671.4 163.5
5 67.3 24.2 8.5 83.3 625.3 2206.1 233.9
6 72.8 18.3 10.3 76.3 516.2 2141.6 254.8
3.5 Correlation
The correlation of phase composition between DSC and solid-state NMR is pre-
sented by plotting the crystallinity of DSC (wDSCc ) on the abscissa axis and the
crystallinity of solid-state NMR (wNMRc ) on the ordinate axis. The amount of the
interphase and the amorphous phase determined by NMR (wNMRi and w
NMR
a ) are
correlated with the amorphous phase determined by DSC (wDSCa ). Besides, the
correlation between the relaxation times and wDSCc are also presented.
3.5.1 Phase Composition
Figure 3.101 describes the correlation of phase compositions determined by differ-
ent methods, in which Figure 3.10(a) shows the result for the crystalline phase.
1The errors of the NMR-MOUSE data in both Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 are induced by
the systematic error, the detailed information is presented in Appendix D.
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The increasing tendencies of wDSCc and high-field NMR w
NMR
c are identical, as
the same slope as the masterline can be observed. However, a systematic 15%
higher wNMRc than w
DSC
c is detected. Though a similar increasing tendency is
observed, the results of wNMRc determined by NMR-MOUSE is more complicated.
With wDSCc range from 30% to 70%, the changing behavior can be divided into
three stages. When wDSCc is higher than 55%, NMR-MOUSE w
NMR
c are in good
agreement with wDSCc , while when w
DSC
c is lower than 45%, NMR-MOUSE w
NMR
c
is, however, almost identical to high-field NMR wNMRc . It seems that the NMR-
MOUSE wNMRc reaches a platform in the range of w
DSC
c from 45% to 55%. How-
ever, due to the lack of data points, the real behavior in this region is not clear.
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Figure 3.10: Correlation of phase composition of PE with different crystallinities
determined by DSC and solid-state NMR, the masterline indicates the situation
when the results from different methods are identical: (a) crystallinity and (b) the
amounts of the interphase and the amorphous phase.
As only a two-component phase model is applicable for DSC, wNMRi and w
NMR
a
determined by both high-field NMR and NMR-MOUSE are correlated with wDSCa ,
as shown in Figure 3.10(b). With increasing wDSCa , on one hand, w
NMR
i s deter-
mined by both high-field NMR and NMR-MOUSE increase, in which the slope
of high-field NMR wNMRi is identical to the masterline, while that of the NMR-
MOUSE wNMRi is relatively lower. The values of w
NMR
i determined by high-field
NMR and NMR-MOUSE are almost the same, and both of them are about 10%
lower than wDSCa . On the other hand, w
NMR
a determined by both NMR methods
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not subject to obvious change between different samples, and the value deter-
mined by NMR-MOUSE is overall 5% higher than that determined by high-field
NMR in the low crystallinity region.
3.5.2 Relaxation Times
Figure 3.11 presents the correlation of the transverse relaxation times. The mag-
nitude difference between T2 and T2eff is more than 10 times. Their crystallinity
dependences are almost identical, in which both T2 and T2eff are stable in all
phases with increasing wDSCc . The stable T2 and T2eff indicate the molecular dy-
namics in different phases of the current samples are independent on the phase
composition.
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Figure 3.11: Correlation of transverse relaxation times with crystallinity deter-
mined by DSC: (a) high-field NMR and (b) NMR-MOUSE.
Figure 3.12 shows the correlation between wDSCc and T1 determined by NMR-
MOUSE, in which T1 increases roughly linearly with increasing w
DSC
c . Though
it is not able to extract the phase composition by one-component fit model,
the morphological heterogeneity of the phase domains can be still illustrated
based on T1 differences.
[16,17,137] In longitudinal relaxation, the diversity of the
molecular dynamics in the microscopic scale is an important factor that influences
the overall T1. The relaxation rate is higher at the boundary regions between
different phases, where a wider range of Bloc frequencies is available for more
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Figure 3.12: Correlation of longitudinal relaxation time determined by NMR-
MOUSE with crystallinity determined by DSC.
efficient energy transmission. [113] With increasing T1, it can be inferred that the
energy transmission between the spins and lattices becomes less efficient, which
indicates the domain enlargement due to increasing wc.
3.5.3 Evaluation of Different Methods
Based on the above observations, it is clear the consistency between DSC and
high-field NMR is high for the characterization of the phase composition of
semicrystalline polymers. The benefit of NMR is its ability to extract three com-
ponents, which is more precise according to the modern phase model. Besides,
NMR is also able to describe the molecular dynamics of each phase according to
their relaxations. For the current samples, one problem of high-field NMR is the
slightly lower phase resolution at room temperature especially for the samples
with high crystallinity. When wDSCc is higher than 55% the amorphous phase is
not detectable. This problem can be solved by enlarging the molecular dynamical
difference between phases, and one common strategy is to increase the probing
temperature. The optimal temperature is depending on the samples. For detailed
information please refer to Appendix A and Appendix B.
The application of NMR-MOUSE to the characterization of semicrystalline
polymers with a wide range of crystallinities was explored for the first time.
Three-component phase composition can be well described for all samples at
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room temperature, and the results are in good agreement with those determined
by other methods. Besides, relaxation times determined by NMR-MOUSE are
not only able to describe the molecular dynamics but also the morphology of the
material. Furthermore, the small error bars indicate the reproducibility of the
NMR-MOUSE is high for solid polymer study.
3.6 Application of NMR-MOUSE to PE Pipes
Thanks to the advantages as portable and open sensor, the applications of NMR-
MOUSE to semicrystalline polymers are strongly attractive and with high poten-
tial in industry. The most apparent benefit is its ability to investigate the final
products in a nondestructive manner on-site. In the current work, the morpho-
logical and molecular dynamical gradients of HDPE pipes across the wall were
studied by NMR-MOUSE, and its influences on the quality of the final product
will be discussed.
3.6.1 Samples and Correlation
Two different HDPE pipes as PE100 and PE80 were extruded with different
throughputs of V1 = 40 kg/h and V2 = 120 kg/h in Su¨ddeutsches Kunststoff-
Zentrum (SKZ), Wu¨rzburg, Germany. The phase composition of the bulk pipes
was investigated and correlated by high-field NMR and NMR-MOUSE.
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Figure 3.13: Phase composition correlation of HDPE pipes determined by high-
field NMR (solid symbol) and NMR-MOUSE (open symbol).
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Figure 3.13 shows the phase composition, in which the correlation is in good
agreement with that observed in the high wc region presented in the previous
section. Therefore, in the current case, wc of the pipes determined by NMR-
MOUSE can be assumed similar to that determined by DSC.
3.6.2 Gradients across the Wall
Figure 3.14 shows the phase composition of PE100 and PE80 pipes produced with
different extrusion throughputs. The digital lift is used to sweep the sensitive slice
across the wall to measure a profile. From left to right of the abscissa axis, the
figures present the outer surface to the inner surface of the pipes. wc of PE100 is
higher than that of PE80, however, the difference between the pipes with different
extrusion throughputs is minor. Most importantly, the morphological gradient
across the wall is obvious for all pipes, in which wc increases slightly from the
outer to the inner surface, and the increment is most pronounced at the outer
surface regions, as indicated by the gray patterns in the figures. The amounts
of the other two phases generally decrease from the outer to the inner surface,
and the decreasing tendency is more obvious in the amorphous phase than in the
interphase.
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Figure 3.14: Morphological gradient of HDPE pipes across the wall determined
by NMR-MOUSE: (a) PE100 and (b) PE80. The solid symbols represent the pipes
with the extrusion throughput of V1 and the open symbols represent those with V2.
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Figure 3.15: Effective transverse relaxation times of HDPE pipes across the
wall determined by NMR-MOUSE: (a) PE100 and (b) PE80. The solid symbols
represent the pipes with the extrusion throughput of V1 and the open symbols
represent those with V2.
Figure 3.15 presents the corresponding T2eff , in which molecular dynamical
gradients can be also observed at the outer surface region. T c2eff decreases slightly
with the wall depth, while T i2eff and T
a
2eff increase. This indicates the crystal per-
fection increase, and at the same time, the chain-frozen effect in the noncrystalline
region decreases from outer to inner surface.
3.6.3 Residual Stress
Based on all the above observations, it is clear that morphological and molecu-
lar dynamical gradients exist across the pipe wall. In order to understand these
phenomena, it is necessarily first to learn the technology of pipe processing by
extrusion molding. In pipe extrusion, in order to assist the shaping of the pipe
wall, the outside surface is solidified immediately by quenching the melt in the
vicinity of the die.1 While the inner surface is exposed to the air, in which the
solidification proceeds with natural cooling. As a consequence, the thermal his-
tory differs across the pipe wall, and leads to the generation of the morphological
and molecular dynamical gradients. Due to the quenching, at the outer surface
1Water spray is a widely used method.
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region, the chain segments are frozen quickly to intermediate states before they
develop into the crystalline lamellae, or relax to a total flexible conformation in
the amorphous phase. While in the inner surface region, the chains possess more
time to construct a better phase structure, thanks to the slower cooling rate.
Right after the extrusion, the strong morphological and molecular dynami-
cal gradients make the chain segments in the pipe thermodynamically unstable.
This causes strong residual stress across the pipe wall, which significantly influ-
ences the physical properties and the durabilities of the pipe. [138,139] Williams et
al. [140,141] deduced the actual stress over the crack of the pipes under pressure
with the presence of the residual stress across the wall. They demonstrated that
the residual stress in the pipe strongly influences the overall stress distribution in
the wall and, thus, affects their long term performance. Therefore, it is essential
to prevent the formation of the morphological and molecular dynamical gradients
during pipe processing. One common strategy is the application of the annealing
technique, i.e. by storing the pipes under elevated temperatures for a specific pe-
riod. With higher free volume the frozen chain segments are able to relax, and to
develop into either the crystalline phase or the amorphous phase. Consequently,
the residual stress is released and the final physical properties of the product are
guaranteed. However, it is necessarily to aware that the chain migration and
formation of the perfect phase structure cannot be achieved completely within
limited time, and whenever place the pipes in a suitable condition the annealing
procedure can be resumed again.
3.7 Summary
The characterization of PE with different crystallinities was carried out by DSC,
high-field NMR, and NMR-MOUSE, respectively. A correlation study between
different methods was performed. The results indicate that the phase composi-
tions determined by DSC and NMR agree with each other very well in a wide
range of crystallinities. However, the different theoretical hypotheses of different
methods have to be taken into account. T2s and T2effs determined by high-field
NMR and NMR-MOUSE are relatively stable for each phase regardless the crys-
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tallinities of the sample. However, T1 determined by NMR-MOUSE increases with
the crystallinity, which indicates the domain dimension of the phases increases.
The morphological and molecular dynamical gradients of HDPE pipes was
observed by NMR-MOUSE across the pipe wall. They are induced by quench-
ing during the extrusion molding, and this phenomenon is more remarkable at
the outer surface region of the pipe. The gradients are the main reasons for the
residual stress that influences the physical properties and long term performance
of the pipes. In the current study, it has been proved NMR-MOUSE is an ef-
fective technique to monitor the qualities of HDPE pipes. Besides, all the above
observations indicate that solid-state NMR is an information rich technique that
is able to describe the morphology and molecular dynamics of semicrystalline
polymer precisely. It is an effective method able to provide important details in
the polymer material study.
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One of the major applications of HDPE is for pipes to transport and distribute
water, natural gas, and sewer. [142] Pipe systems made of HDPE are a cost effective
solution for various piping problems, municipally and industrially. Its advantages
include unique joint integrity, toughness, flexibility, lower weight, great durability
towards corrosion, etc. [143] According to the criteria, HDPE pipes are expected
to have a lifetime up to 50∼100 years under normal operating condition. [144]
However, the real service time, in fact, depends on the local conditions such as
the temperature, pressure, and humidity where the systems are installed. HDPE
was first introduced into high pressure water distribution early in the 1980s, [145]
and its demand was steadily increasing over the last decades. Nowadays, the first
generation systems reach 30 years of service time. Considering an average lifetime
of about 50 years for these pipe systems, it becomes more and more important
to estimate their remaining service time. To meet this end it is necessarily to
understand the aging mechanism of HDPE pipes.
Agings that occur to HDPE pipes can be attribute to two aspects, chemical
and physical. [146] Chemical aging is dominated by the oxidations on molecular
chains, [147] while instead, physical aging is caused by the mechanical changes of
the material. Both of them influence the morphology and mechanical properties
of the pipe and, consequently, affect its long term performance. [148] In the present
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work, physical aging of HDPE pipes was simulated by the hydrostatic pressure
test at elevated temperature. The changes of morphology and molecular dynamics
of the pipe due to aging were investigated by a combination of DSC and solid-
state NMR. Both of them are related to the storage time. The reason of such
phenomena will be discussed, and based on which the aging mechanism of the
HDPE pipes will be explained.
4.1 Materials
All the pipes were extruded by SKZ with the same processing parameters. The
extrusion temperature was 190 ◦C and the extrusion throughput was 40 kg/h.
Two different HDPE classes were applied for this study. The first one is PE100,
it is the current highest class in the HDPE pipe group. According to ISO 12162
this material should stand with a 10 MPa hoop stress (σ) for 50 years at 20 ◦C. [144]
The introduction of PE100 is more than one decade ago, which was expected to
meet the extended requirements from the end users that are beyond the technical
or economical limits of those already existing HDPE pipes. Now it is a well
established pipe material offering reliable operational performance under extreme
loading conditions. A whole range of end-user specifications as well as both
national and international standards have been met by PE100 material today.
The other PE is from a less quantified class. It is typically used for applications
other than pipes, and the pipes made from it are only available for the laboratory
study and comparison. These pipes are named as PEHD pipes in this work.
4.2 Aging of HDPE Pipes
As early as in mid-1980s, Eriksson and Ifwarson [149] have established the hydro-
static pressure test system to evaluate the quality of plastic pipes. It is now the
most widely used method to simulate the natural aging of HDPE pipes in an
accelerated manner. In general, based on the testing result, three different stages
of failures can be identified according to the fracture types, and in terms of which
the lifetime of the pipes can be estimated. [149–151]
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4.2.1 Hydrostatic Pressure Test
Hydrostatic pressure test of the HDPE pipes was carried out in SKZ with the
standard setup as shown in Figure 4.1. [152] Both ends of the pipe segments are
connected to and closed by the molds, in which the controlled hydrostatic pressure
was applied. Then the whole system is placed in an atmosphere bath which is able
to control the temperature of the system. The benefit of this setup is its ability
to simulate different aging procedures by simply changing the testing media in-
and outside of the pipes as well as the testing temperature of the whole system.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the standard hydrostatic pressure test setup.
In the current study, hydrostatic pressure test of the HDPE pipes was car-
ried out at 80 ◦C for all specimens. In order to prevent the chemical reactions,
deionized water both in- and outside of the pipes was applied and the hydrostatic
pressure is provided by nitrogen. Different hydrostatic pressures1 were applied
to observe different failures according to the storage time (ts). The observation
time window in the current work was up to 12 000 h, which is more than 1 year
and 4 months.
4.2.2 Hoop Stress
The result of the hydrostatic pressure test is conventionally presented on a log-
arithmic scale in which the abscissa is the dependent variate lg (ts/h) and the
1σ applied in the hydrostatic pressure test was ranging from 2 MPa to 7 MPa.
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ordinate is the independent variate lg (σ/MPa), as shown in Figure 4.2(a). [152]
Normally, three failure stages can be observed according to the different absolute
gradient between lgσ and lg ts. Stage I failure is featured by a low absolute gra-
dient of |d (lgσ)/d (lg ts)| ≈ 0.03 and high σ, while in stage II failure the absolute
gradient increases to about 0.3 with lower σ. In stage III failure, the absolute
gradient is very high, an almost vertical decrement of lgσ with little change on
lg ts can be observed, and σ in this stage is very low. The fracture types of the
pipe in these three stages are also different. In stage I failure the fractures are
ductile, in which a yield followed by a large deformation of the material can be
observed. In stage II failure the fractures are brittle which is characterized by the
formation of slit leakage. Stage III failure also shows the brittle fractures, but
here a number of slit leakages occurs simultaneously on the specimens. [153–157]
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Figure 4.2: (a) Schematic diagram of fracture curve for HDPE pipes at elevated
temperature, and (b) hoop stress as a function of the storage time (the data are
provided by SKZ).
Eriksson and Ifwarson [149] have described the fracture mechanism in different
stages. In stage I and II failure the fractures are purely mechanical and related
the models for physical aging. However, stage III failure which happens at much
lower stresses than stage II failure requires a certain level of oxidative degradation.
In fact, these three failure types are in competition with each other during the
test. When σ is very high, the yield occurs very fast which leads the pipes to
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ductile stage I failure, while when σ is low, the long testing period induces the
oxidative reactions to deteriorate the material, thus, the pipes end up in brittle
chemical fractures with stage III failure. With the application of moderate σ, the
pipes are subjected to an intermediate stress, and brittle physical fractures occur
within a medium testing span, so that the samples end up in stage II failure.
In stage III failure, the chemical degradation is caused by the migration and
the gradual loss of anti-oxidants in the bulk material. In this case, the oxidation
of the molecular chains with the oxygen from carbonyl and hydro-peroxides takes
place more easily. This reaction leads to chain scissions in the material and,
thus, reduces the molecular weight. [158] Khelidj et al. [159] and Colin et al. [157,160]
reported that the brittle stage III failure of HDPE pipe occurs when the weight
average molecular mass becomes lower than the critical value of Mw = 70 kg/mol.
The chemical aging of HDPE pipes has been extensively studied by the Gedde’s
group. [161–163] They claimed that when the hydrostatic pressure test takes place
with a temperature higher than 90 ◦C and relatively low σ, the pipe failures are
more probably governed by chemical oxidation.
Instead of chemical deterioration, physical aging rather involves with mechan-
ical changes on the material. [148] Litvinov and Soliman [113] have investigated the
stage I failure of pipes made of polypropylene (PP) copolymers under different
testing temperatures. They claimed that the failure in stage I is accompanied
by the annealing in the crystalline phase as well as by the chain elongation in
the noncrystalline regions. Lu and Brown [150,164] reported that the brittle frac-
ture in stage II failure of HDPE pipes is due to slow crack growth, which can be
explained by the stress concentration effect.
Figure 4.2(b) illustrates the hydrostatic pressure test results of the specimens.
For PE100 pipes, in the current observation time window, σ decreases slightly
with ts and all the detected fractures are ductile. These characterizations indicate
a typical stage I failure. However, PEHD pipes behave differently, in which
stage II failure with σ less than 5.5 MPa can be detected after only about 350 h
storage. Besides, with σ of about 2 MPa the test can last for only 3300 h before
the brittle fractures occur to the pipe. The initial σ at stage I failure of these
two different pipes are similar, which indicates the tensile strengths of them are
about the same. However, when considering durability, PEHD pipe is not a good
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candidate for long term pipe systems to transport water, especially, at elevated
temperature. Furthermore, no stage III failure was observed for both classes,
which indicates the chemical deterioration has been diminished to a very low
extent. It is uncompetitive at least in the current testing window.
4.3 Phase Composition and Chain Relaxation
The failures observed in both PE100 and PEHD pipes are dominated by physical
aging.1 In order to understand the aging mechanism, the study of morphology
and molecular dynamics is very important. Both solid-state NMR and DSC were
applied to investigate the change of the phase composition due to the hydrostatic
pressure and elevated temperature. Besides, the molecular dynamics are also
studied via high-field 1H FID and longitudinal relaxation.
4.3.1 DSC and 1H NMR Relaxation Measurements
All samples for investigation are from the pipe parts without obvious fracture
or yield. A NETZSCH DSC 200F3 apparatus was applied to study the melting
behavior as well as the crystallinity. The experimental parameters are the same
as described in Section 3.2.1.
1H static NMR measurements were performed on a Bruker 200 MHz NMR
spectrometer by using a high power solid-state probe body with a 4 mm coil.
The optimized 90 ◦ rf pulse was 3µs. In order to have better resolution among
different phases, all the measurements were performed at 90 ◦C.2 The FIDs were
recorded with a 0.5µs dwell time, the number of scans was 64 with a recycle
delay of 5 s, and the shortest available td of 5.5µs was applied.
1H FID recorded
after single 90 ◦ pulse3 was applied to extract the phase composition as well as T2,
and inversion recovery pulse sequence4 was applied to measure the longitudinal
relaxation.
1stage I or stage II failure
2For detailed information about the optimum probe body programmed temperature and
sample real temperature, please see Appendix A and Appendix B.
3For pulse sequence, please see Figure 2.7(a).
4For pulse sequence, please see Figure 2.8(b).
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4.3.2 Crystallinity Determined by DSC
Figure 4.31, 2 depicts wc and Tm determined by DSC. The crystallinity of PE100
increases slightly with ts under the testing condition. For PEHD the changes are
more complicated. All the after tested pipes show higher wc than that of the
fresh pipe. However, the increment is less for those with longer ts.
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Figure 4.3: Dependence of DSC crystallinity and melting temperature on the
storage time for: (a) PE100 and (b) PEHD.
In stage I failure, the maximum increment of wc in PEHD pipes is about
4%, while it is only about 2% for PE100 even after 12 000 h storage. In stage
II failure of PEHD pipes, the increment of wc reduces to about 2% after more
than 2000 h storage. In addition, wc of PE100 is in general 2∼5% higher than
that of PEHD. Tm shows more arbitrary changes due to the hydrostatic pressure
test in both classes. Though the systematic error of Tm determined by the DSC
apparatus is very low, no clear trend can be described. Nevertheless, it can be still
confirmed that Tm of PE100 is generally about 2
◦C higher than that of PEHD,
which indicates a larger crystal size. [165]
1The errors in the figures are calculated based on repeated measurements, in which two
specimens from different spots of the pipe were measured for PE100 pipes at each different
storage time and three specimens were measured for the PEHD pipes. The error is mainly
induced by the inhomogeneity of pipes which is indicated in Appendix F for PEHD pipes. As
a industrially available class, the homogeneity of PE100 pipes is higher than PEHD pipes.
2For systematic error of DSC, please see in Appendix C.
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4.3.3 Phase Composition Determined by 1H FID
Figure 4.41, 2, 3 shows the phase composition determined by 1H FID. The three-
component fit model as Equation 3.1 was applied to fit all the decays. At a
temperature of 90 ◦C, the resolution between the interphase and the amorphous
phase has been improved significantly. The NMR wc is in overall about 5% higher
than that determined by DSC.
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Figure 4.4: Dependence of the phase composition on the storage time determined
by 1H FID: (a) PE100 and (b) PEHD.
In the crystalline phase, the changes due to hydrostatic pressure test are
basically the same as those observed by DSC for both PE100 and PEHD pipes.
However, due to the three-component fit model, the changes of the noncrystalline
phases are more complex. In PE100, the amount of the interphase decreases
steadily with ts, while that of the amorphous phase is about stable. In PEHD,
the changing behavior of the interphase is in an inverse manner compare to that
of the crystalline phase, and the amount of the amorphous phase decreases mildly
with ts. Besides, the crystallinity of PE100 is higher than that of PEHD. The
amount of interphase of PEHD is higher than that of PE100, while that of the
amorphous phases are almost at the same level for them.
1The errors in the figures are calculated in the same way as described for Figure 4.3.
2For inhomogeneity of PEHD pipes, please see Appendix F.
3For systematic error of high-field NMR, please see in Appendix E.
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4.3.4 Relaxation Times
Figure 4.5 shows T2 of different phases with ts determined by
1H FID. T2 of
each phase for both PE100 and PEHD undergoes a constant reduction with ts.
Besides, T2 decrement in PEHD is more significant than PE100, especially, in
the interphase and the amorphous phase. For instance, T a2 of PEHD subjects an
approximate 30% reduction after 3300 h storage, while it is only about 15% for
PE100 even after 12 000 h. This indicates PEHD is more liable to aging under
hydrostatic pressure test. Furthermore, T2 differences between PE100 and PEHD
are also obvious, especially in the interphase and the amorphous phase, in which
T i2 of PE100 is about 15% higher than that of PEHD in overall and that of T
a
2 is
about 10% higher. As demonstrated in Section 2.3, T2 is related to the molecular
dynamics. A shorter T2 indicates a higher chain restriction and lower chain
flexibility. The result of T2 illustrates that during the hydrostatic pressure test,
the chains in all phases get more restricted with ts. As a result, the brittleness of
the material increases, which reduces its impact strength. Besides, the higher T i2
and T a2 of PE100 also guarantee a better toughness over PEHD.
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Figure 4.5: Dependence of 1H transverse relaxation times of different phases on
the storage time determined by FID: (a) PE100 and (b) PEHD.
For HDPE, the inversion recovery curves measured at high-field can only be
fitted by one-component model. T1 increases with ts in both PE100 and PEHD
pipes, and the increment is more remarkable between the samples in the short ts
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region in both cases, as shown in Figure 4.6. In PE100, after about 3000 h, T1
reaches a plateau, while in PEHD this time is about 800 h. T1 gradient is higher
in PEHD than PE100, while the overall values are lower. As discussed in Section
3.5.2, in semicrystalline polymers T1 relates to the domain dimensions, increasing
T1 indicates the domain sizes of the phase increases with ts.
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Figure 4.6: Dependence of 1H longitudinal relaxation time on the storage time
by inversion recovery pulse sequence: (a) PE100 and (b) PEHD.
4.3.5 Hoop Stress Correlation in Stage II Failure – I
For stage I failure, as shown in Figure 4.2(b), the change of σ with ts is very weak.
Therefore, the correlation is only investigated for stage II failure for PEHD, where
the brittle fractures are featured by a higher |d (lgσ)/d (lg ts)| absolute gradient.
The transition from stage I to stage II failure occurs at around 350 h, at which
the failures are dominated by both ductile and brittle fractures simultaneously.
Hence, in order to correlate σ with pure stage II brittle fractures, the correlation
was carried out on the samples with ts higher than 800 h.
Figure 4.7 shows the correlation between phase composition and σ−1. Both
crystallinities determined by DSC and 1H FID are reciprocal to σ−1. The absolute
gradient of |wc/σ−1| determined by DSC is higher than that determined by 1H
FID. The fraction of the interphase determined by 1H FID is proportional to
σ−1, while that of the amorphous phase is in a weak reciprocal ratio. Figure 4.8
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shows the correlation between relaxation times and σ−1. T c2 , T
i
2 as well as T
a
2 are
all reciprocal to σ−1, and the absolute gradient follows |T a2 /σ−1| > |T i2/σ−1| >
|T c2/σ−1|. On the other hand, T1 is proportional to σ−1. The correlations of phase
composition and relaxation time with σ−1 behave similar to their relations with
ts. However, these phenomena are unobservable for the stage I ductile fractures.
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Figure 4.7: Correlation between hoop stress and phase composition of PEHD
pipes in stage II failure: (a) DSC crystallinity and (b) 1H FID phase composition.
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Figure 4.8: Correlation between hoop stress and relaxation times of PEHD pipes
in stage II failure: (a) 1H transverse relaxation time by FID and (b) 1H longitudinal
relaxation by inversion recovery pulse sequence.
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Both phase composition as well as molecular relaxation change with ts. The
phase composition changes differently at different failure stages, and the obser-
vation from DSC as well as NMR are basically the same. However, in order
to understand the molecular mechanism behind the observed phenomena, more
detailed morphological information is necessarily.
4.4 Domain Sizes by 1H Spin-Diffusion NMR
1H spin-diffusion was first introduced by Goldman, [166] which was then developed
to establish a connection between the distance scale of the morphological het-
erogeneous in polymers and the time scale of the spin-spin relaxation in NMR
entities. [23,167–171] It is a powerful approach, able to characterize the domain sizes
of semicrystalline polymers and polymer blends in a broad dimensional scale,
from 0.1 nm to about 200 nm, based on different aspects (e.g. morphology and
molecular dynamics). [22,172–175] Spin-diffusion process can be either directly mea-
sured by the resolved different chemical shifts on the resonant lines of the solid
samples, [168,169,176] or the different molecular dynamics reflected by the NMR line
width of absorption broad line spectra, [22] or on the corresponding T2 determined
by FID. [177,178] The quantitative morphological information is deduced based on
the different rates of the spins diffuse across different domains due to the distinc-
tions in molecular organization, molecular dynamics, and/or phase composition.
Information derived from spin-diffusion NMR is often similar to that obtained
from XRD [179] or coherent neutron scattering. [180] However, in contrast to the lat-
ter techniques, the benefit of 1H spin-diffusion is that no isotopic labeling of the
specimens is necessarily. Besides, one most obvious advantage of spin-diffusion
NMR over XRD and/or coherent neutron scattering is its abilities to describe
the domain sizes of the noncrystalline regions of semicrystalline polymer, i.e. the
interphase and the amorphous phase.
4.4.1 Spin-Diffusion Measurement
The samples used in the previous section are measured by spin-diffusion pulse
sequence on the Bruker 200 MHz NMR spectrometer with the same probe body
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and identical parameters as used for the 1H FID measurement. Figure 4.9 repre-
sents the spin-diffusion pulse sequence with a double-quantum dipolar filter. [26,98]
The first four 90 ◦ pulses compose the dipolar filter, where τe/r is the excita-
tion/reconversion time and τDQ is the double-quantum coherence period. After
that, a spin-diffusion period labeled by different mixing times τm is applied to
evaluate the magnetization diffusion. Finally, with the application of the fifth
90 ◦ pulse, the rf coil records the signals. In the present measurements, both τe/r
and τDQ were fixed to 5µs which is suitable for semicrystalline polymers, and a
varying list of τm within the time scale shorter than T1 was used to evaluate the
spin-diffusion process. [171]
 e/r e/r
90y°90y° 90-x°90-y° 90x°
spin-diffusion
period
dipolar filter
 DQ  m
detection
Figure 4.9: Spin-diffusion pulse sequence with a double-quantum dipolar filter.
4.4.2 Analytical Solutions
The application of 1H spin-diffusion NMR to the domain size evaluation is based
on the multicomponent phase model with lamellar core structures in the semicrys-
talline polymers. Figure 4.10 [181] describes the lamellar three-component phase
model that is suitable for PE, in which the lamella ‘c’ axis is in the horizontal
direction. Lamellae are the stems, and the interphase as well as the amorphous
phase assemble on them layer by layer. The morphological period is composed
by (half-)amorphous–interphase–crystalline–interphase–(half-)amorphous. dc, di,
da are the domain sizes of the crystalline phase, the interphase, and the amor-
phous phase along the ‘c’ axis, respectively. In order to match the morphology
model and the spin-diffusion analytical solutions, several assumptions are neces-
sary. First the molecular structure and chain organization in each independent
phase are homogeneous. Second, there are clear boundaries between each phase,
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which are identified by different molecular dynamics. Third, the structure of the
morphological period throughout the whole material matrix is uniform.
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Figure 4.10: Morphological model for spin-diffusion analytical solutions.
With the application of a double-quantum dipolar filter, the spin magnetiza-
tion concentrates in the crystalline phase. Right after that, the magnetization
starts to diffuse along ‘c’ axis out of the crystalline domains in both directions.
When τm is very short, the magnetization can hardly leave the crystalline regions,
while when τm is long enough the magnetization is able to spread over the whole
morphological period. It starts in the crystalline phase and diffuses through the
interphase to the amorphous phase. In order to make the spin-diffusion process
able to be described by the analytical solutions, several assumptions are essen-
tial. First the spin-diffusion processes in each phase follow the Fick’s diffusion
law along ‘c’ axis as:
D
∂2m
∂x2
=
∂m
∂t
, (4.1)
where m is the magnetization concentration, D is the diffusion coefficient, x is
the space dimension along ‘c’ axis. The diffusion time t, in the current case,
is equal to τm. Second, the molecular dynamics are homogeneous throughout
each phase domain, and is supposed to be an average effect of chain motions and
atomic interactions; therefore, it can be assumed that the spin-diffusion in each
phase is governed by a single coefficient Dc, Di, and Da in the crystalline phase,
the interphase, and the amorphous phase, respectively. Third, the magnetization
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concentrations as well as the diffusion fluxes are continuous through the morpho-
logical period; however, due to the different proton densities in each phase, the
diffusion flux should be rewritten as:
J = −ρD∂m
∂x
, (4.2)
where J is the diffusion flux, and ρ is the proton density. Fourth, magnetization
diffuses only along the ‘c’ axis to both ends of the morphological period, while
there’s no diffusion between different periods or across each period’s center, as
indicated by the solid vertical lines in Figure 4.10.
Finally, with all the above assumptions, the magnetization intensity of each
phase can be written as a function of ρ and m. In one morphological period
with a diffusion time of τm after the double-quantum dipolar filter the equations
are: [181]
Ic(τm) = 2
∫ dc
2
0
ρcmcdx, (4.3a)
Ii(τm) = 2
∫ dc
2
+di
dc
2
ρimidx, (4.3b)
and
Ia(τm) = 2
∫ dc+da
2
+di
dc
2
+di
ρamadx, (4.3c)
where mc, mi, and ma represent the magnetization of the crystalline phase, the
interphase, and the amorphous phase, respectively, and m of each phase related to
Dc, Di, and Da, all together. Based on these analytical solutions, domain size of
different phases can be extracted. The deduction of the whole analytical solution
is very complicated. For more detailed information, Buda’s Ph.D. thesis [182] and
the references there [22,23,171,172,183,184] are recommended.
Besides, information of ρ and D is indispensable for the solutions. For HDPE,
it is well accepted that the density of the crystalline phase is 0.99 g/cm3 and
that of the amorphous phase is 0.87 g/cm3. [185] The density of the interphase is,
however, not available. In the current study, an arithmetic average value of the
crystalline phase and the amorphous phase was taken, [40] and based on which the
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proton densities of ρc = 0.14 mol/m
3, ρi = 0.13 mol/m
3, and ρa = 0.12 mol/m
3
for each phase can be calculated, respectively.
4.4.3 Spin-Diffusion Coefficients
Spin-diffusion coefficient indicates the diffusivity of the magnetization, it is related
to the chain motions as well as intra- and intermolecular interactions in different
phases. The values of Dc and Da for semicrystalline polymers can be calculated
as: [23]
Dc ≈ 1
12
√
pi
12 ln 2
〈r2〉∆ν1/2 (4.4a)
and
Da ≈ 1
6
〈r2〉[ζ∆ν1/2]1/2, (4.4b)
where ∆ν1/2 is the line width at the half height of the spectrum of each different
phases, the values can be obtained from the deconvolution of the proton NMR
broad lines as shown in Figure 4.11. 〈r2〉 is the mean square distance between
the nearest spins, in the current study, 〈r2〉 = 0.0484 nm2 is taken for all phases,
and is assumed to be temperature independent. [40] ζ is a cut off parameter for
the Lorentzian line shape. [186] It is the frequency width of the Lorentzian broad
line from the adsorption signals of the amorphous phase. Again, due to a lack
of supportive theory, the same strategy as ρi was applied to calculate Di for the
interphase in this study.
According to the current results, D from different phases does not subject
to big changes with ts under hydrostatic pressure test, and all the differences
observed are in the error range. Therefore, uniform diffusion coefficients of Dc =
0.38 nm2/ms, Di = 0.23 nm
2/ms, and Da = 0.08 nm
2/ms were applied for PEHD.
While for PE100, these values are 0.39 nm2/ms, 0.24 nm2/ms, and 0.08 nm2/ms,
respectively. It is obvious that due to the different molecular dynamics D differs
remarkably between different phases. The Dc > Di > Da relation indicates
the magnetization diffusivity in the crystalline phase is higher than that in the
interphase, and that of the amorphous phase is the lowest. Besides, Dc in PE100
is higher than in PEHD, which indicates that the diffusion in PE100 proceeds
faster than PEHD in the crystalline phase.
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Figure 4.11: 1H broad line NMR spectrum of HDPE. The deconvolution accord-
ing to different T2s illustrates a crystalline phase with the widest line width (dash
dotted line), a interphase with an intermediate line width (long dashed line), and
an amorphous phase with the narrowest line width (dotted line).
4.4.4 Spin-Diffusion Curves
Figure 4.12 shows the spin-diffusion spectra of PE100 pipe recorded at different
τm.
1 All the figures are in the coordinate systems with the same scales on both
abscissa and ordinate axes. The line shape changes according to τm, in which
the narrow line component gets stronger with increasing τm. After the appli-
cation of the double-quantum dipolar filter for about 1 ms, the magnetization
starts to diffuse from the crystalline phase to the interphase, as shown in Figure
4.12(a). A weak signal with narrow bandwidth can be observed on the top of
the strong broad line, which describes the signals from the interphase and the
crystalline, respectively. When τm is long enough, the magnetization is able to
diffuse throughout the whole morphological period, thus, signals from all phases
can be detected as shown in Figure 4.12(d).
The three-component model as Equation 3.1 is again applied to extract the
magnetization intensity of each phase at different τm from the corresponding
FIDs. The spin-diffusion curves of each phase are displayed in Figure 4.13. The
diffusion process completes at τm ≈ 100 ms, after which the magnetization is
dispersed homogeneously in the whole matrix. The diffusion curves also give the
information of the phase composition at long τm, but only within the time domain
1The presented result is from the pipe without hydrostatic pressure test.
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Figure 4.12: 1H spin-diffusion spectra with different mixing times: (a) τm = 1 ms,
(b) τm = 6 ms, (c) τm = 22 ms, and (d) τm = 300 ms.
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Figure 4.13: 1H spin-diffusion curves. The symbols are the experimental data
and the solid lines are the fitting results by the analytical solutions.
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where no obvious longitudinal relaxation is detected. For example, from τm ≈
100 ms to τm ≈ 300 ms in the current case. The solid lines are the fit results by
the analytical solutions, based on which the domain sizes can be obtained.
4.4.5 Domain Sizes
Figure 4.141 depicts the dependence of domain sizes on the storage time. It is
similar to the phase composition described in Section 4.3.2, except da, in which an
increasing trend was observed in PE100, while a decreasing trend was observed
in PEHD in the long ts region. The difference between these two different pipe
classes is obvious: dc of PE100 is about 30% higher than that of PEHD in overall
and da is about 5% higher, while di of them is similar.
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Figure 4.14: Dependence of the domain sizes one the storage time: (a) PE100
and (b) PEHD.
Figure 4.15 shows the dependence of the long period on the storage time. It is
similar to dc in both PE100 and PEHD samples. This is because of the crystalline
phase is the dominant phase in HDPE. However, the sensitivity of the change of
the long period to the hydrostatic pressure test is different between these two
classes, in which PEHD changes remarkably more than PE100.
1The errors as shown in Figure 4.4 can be used as the reference to estimate the errors of the
domain size in Figure 4.14 and the long period in Figure 4.15 determined by NMR spin-diffusion
measurement.
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Figure 4.15: Long period versus storage time: (a) PE100 and (b) PEHD.
4.4.6 Hoop Stress Correlation in Stage II Failure – II
Figure 4.16 shows the correlation between σ−1 and d of PEHD pipes in stage II
failure. The dependence of each phase behaves the same as the phase composition
shows in Figure 4.7(b). However, this phenomenon is not observable in stage I
failure, neither in PEHD nor in PE100.
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Figure 4.16: Correlation between hoop stress and domain size of PEHD in stage
II failure: (a) domain size from different phases, and (b) long period.
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4.5 Aging Mechanism
The consistent morphological and molecular dynamical changes due to the hy-
drostatic pressure test were observed by both DSC and NMR. In this section,
based on the above observations the molecular mechanism of the physical aging
of HDPE pipes will be presented according to their fracture types.
4.5.1 Annealing and Creep
As demonstrated in Section 3.6.3, due to the processing technology, chain-frozen
effect in the noncrystalline region as well as the crystallography flaws in the
crystalline region cause the morphology imperfections in HDPE pipes. However,
when these pipes are subjected to hydrostatic pressure test at 80 ◦C, the elevated
temperature provides an ideal condition to reinitialize the annealing due to the
increasing of the chain mobilities in each phase. [113] It is well known that annealing
can improve the crystal structure, thanks to the migration and the rearrangement
of chain segments. [187] The initial frozen chain segments in the noncrystalline
region are released due to the elevated temperature, and the strong segmental
crankshaft motions are able to assist the chains to develop into the crystalline
phase at the crystal flaw points. Consequently, the phase composition is changed.
Annealing is the main reason for the observations in Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4, and
Figure 4.14, where both the crystallinity and domain size of the crystalline phase
get higher than the fresh pipes for all specimens after the hydrostatic pressure
test and, at the same time, those of the interphase decrease.
In addition to the annealing effect, the hydrostatic pressure expose the pipes
to a constant stress during the test. This stress induced drawing effect that causes
the chain segments in the noncrystalline region to creep and to reorient. [161,188,189]
The subsequent strong elongation reduces the chain entanglement in this region
and improves their degree of order. Thus, the conformation diversity and the
chain mobility decreases. [190] This can be proved by the constant T2 reduction
with ts in all phases as shown in Figure 4.5. T2 reduction is a sign of the pipe
embrittlement, by which the toughness of the material deteriorates and, thus,
reduces the pipe’s mechanical performance. In fact, annealing also reduces T c2
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due to the improvement of the crystal structures and, meanwhile, creep assists to
improve the chain arrangement at the crystal flaws. In other words, the annealing
and creep effects are complementary, they change the morphology and molecular
dynamics together under the hydrostatic pressure test condition and, as a result,
the softness of the material decreases.
4.5.2 Ductile Fracture versus Brittle Fracture
The hydrostatic pressure test results in Section 4.2.2 show that, according to the
testing condition, there are two failure stages observed in PEHD pipes with dif-
ferent fracture types. It is commonly accepted that the ductile failure is induced
by the overload of the stress, in which depending on the testing configuration a
deformation of as high as 1000% can occur. The brittle fracture happens with
a lower stress and little deformation. Lustiger [191] has explained the molecular
mechanisms of HDPE ductile and brittle fracture based on the morphological
model in Figure 2.3.
In ductile failure, when the specimens bear under high stress, the “tie” and
“loop” molecules between lamellae get stretched with a high deformation. At
this stage, the toughness of the material is still high, higher than the adhesive
strength between the chain segments in lamellae. Therefore, slips between the
chains in the lamellae happen along the ‘c’ axis, and resulting the lamellae break
into small blocks, which is known as Mosaic blocks. [192,193] During this process,
the creep effect not only elongates the “tie” molecules between lamellae, but also
assists those tight “loops” with adjacent re-entry conformation to develop into the
crystalline structure, thanks to the reorientation effect. Besides, the formation of
Mosaic blocks only reduces the lamella dimension on the plane perpendicular to
‘c’ axis, but does not destroy the structure of the long period along the ‘c’ axis.
Therefore, the domain sizes and long period increase, as shown in Figure 4.14
and Figure 4.15 in stage I failure for both PE100 and PEHD.
However, in the brittle failure with an extremely low stress, the “ties” and
“loops” are under a constant tension but without obvious deformations. In such
occasion, the chains creep at a low rate which causes the embrittlement of the
materials. After a long period of time, chain scissions in the amorphous phase
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happen due to oxidation, relaxation, and disentanglement which result in brittle
fractures in the planes perpendicular to the ‘c’ axis. [194] These fractures are typical
for the stage III failure symbolized by the reduction of Mw. However, in stage
II failure, due to an intermediate stress, though the fractures are brittle, the
molecular mechanism is different and more complicated.
4.5.3 Slow Crack Growth
In stage II failure, the fractures can be explained by slow crack growth (SCG),
which is controlled by the macroscopic creep of the material. [195] Over the last
decades, this phenomenon has been studied thoroughly by Brown and cowork-
ers [148,164,196–199] as well as Barry and Delatycki. [200,201]
crack tip craze tip
crack craze
voidsfibrils
Figure 4.17: Schematic digram of slow crack growth.
When the material is subjected to constant tension, the stress tends to con-
centrate to certain points such as the crystal flaws or the catalyst residuals, which
are known as stress concentration points. At these points, it is fond to yield the
voids due to the stress concentration effect, which, subsequently, induce the for-
mation of the crazes. The size of the voids increases with time by merging which,
at the same time, creates the fibril structures in the material. Due to the creep
effect, fibrils enlarge with time by continuous drawing, and when they eventually
reach a limiting draw ratio break down occurs via failure. This is the major
process of the crack formation, which is well described in Figure 4.17. [202] How-
ever, the fibrils’ breakdown is not induced by chain scissions but the pulling of
molecules through the crystalline lamellae as well as molecular disentanglement
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in the noncrystalline regions. [203] Therefore, structure deterioration happens both
in the crystalline and the amorphous phases.
Lu and Brown [150,164,204] have developed an empirical model to estimate ts
when the material failure is dominated by SCG. It is able to describe the structure
of the PE which relates to its service time as:
ts = Ω Γ
− exp
(
Esa
RT
)
, (4.5)
where Ω is the mechanical resistance of the material against SCG; Γ is the stress
intensity which is decided by the geometric factor of the specimen, the global
stress surrounding the defects including the residual stress, and the size of the
craze where the fractures start;  is a constant for the given material, for PE a
 = 3 is widely accepted; [205] E sa is the activation energy of SCG which varies
from 85 kJ/mol to 110 kJ/mol depending on the PE class; T is the absolute
temperature of the hydrostatic pressure test; and R is the gas constant. So if
hydrostatic pressure test condition is set, ts is rather determined by Ω, the ability
of the material to hinder the craze formation and merging under tension. Brown
et al. [195] related Ω with the structure of material as:
Ω ∝ f
dc
(
δ
1
2
ρt
)ι
, (4.6)
where f is the fraction of the free “tie” and “loop” molecules, δ is the stress
concentrating factor, ρt is the density of “tie” and “loop” molecules, ι is a constant
and a ι = 5 is accepted for HDPE. In the current case, f is related to the fraction
of the noncrystalline phases, and ρt is reciprocally related to T2. During the
hydrostatic pressure test, due to the embrittlement caused by the creep as well as
annealing effects the density of noncrystalline region increases, while the amount
fraction of it decreases. Besides, dc is also overall higher than in fresh pipes.
Therefore, the decreasing Ω depresses the hinder ability against SCG and the
material ends up to final brittle failure.
Furthermore, the changes of wc as well as dc in the stage II failure in PEHD
pipes are a consequence of a competition between the annealing/creep effects and
SCG. During the whole test annealing/creep effects increase wc and dc on one side,
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while on the other side, the deterioration of crystalline structure caused by SCG
reduces wc and dc, at the same time. When ts is short, the annealing/creep effects
dominate the morphological change, therefore, as a consequence, increments of wc
as well as dc are observed. However, when ts is long enough, the annealing/creep
effects reach their saturation, while SCG keeps on continuously and becomes the
dominant factor, thus, weaker increments of wc and dc based on the value after
the annealing/creep effects are observed. This outcome is also supported by the
correlation results between hoop stress and phase composition/domain sizes as
shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.15. With a high σ, creep is more remarkable
due to the stronger drawing effect, while when σ is low the SCG turns to be more
obvious due to the constant tensions.
In a word, the reduction of the molecular mobilities due to annealing and
creep effects is the main reason for the aging and failure of HDPE pipes. The
failure types are determined by the load of stress, i.e. the deformation of the
chain segments under drawing, and they will in turn influence the morphology of
the material.
4.6 Summary
Aging of HDPE pipes due to hydrostatic pressure and elevated temperature was
studied by a combination of DSC and solid-state NMR. According to the applied
hydrostatic pressures, two different fracture types were observed, which can be
classified as stage I or stage II failure. Morphological and molecular dynami-
cal changes are detected in both stages. The molecular dynamics change more
consistently, in which T2 decreases with ts in all phases. It is induced by the
annealing and creep effects which lead to the embrittlement of the materials, and
the embrittlement is the main reason for the stage II failure.
The morphology changes in more complicated ways. For the specimens break
in stage I failure, both wc as well as dc are higher than that of the fresh pipe,
and those of the specimens with a longer testing time increase more remarkably.
However, for those that break in stage II failure, though both wc as well as dc are
also increased, the increments are less obvious. These phenomena are induced
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by the synergistic effects of annealing/creep and SCG. The first effect assists the
growth of wc and dc, while the second one reduces them. In stage I failure, the
annealing/creep effect is more remarkable, therefore, wc and dc increase obviously,
while in stage II failure, due to the embrittlement of the material, SCG becomes
more dominant and, consequently, reduces the increment.
Besides, the differences between two different HDPE classes were also ob-
served, morphologically and molecular dynamically. From both DSC and solid-
state NMR, wc of PE100 is about 3∼5% higher than PEHD, no matter before
or after hydrostatic pressure test. The crystal structure of PE100 is better as a
higher Tm as well as a larger dc were observed. All these indicate the mechanical
strength of PE100 is higher. However, as discussed before the higher crystallinity
is not always good, as it may increase the brittleness. The superiorities of the
PE100 are because of its properties in the interphase and the amorphous phase,
i.e. much higher T i2 and T
a
2 than that of PEHD. This indicates the higher chain
flexibility and material toughness in these regions which guarantee an excellent
Ω against SCG. It is also the reason that even after 12 000 h test at 80 ◦C, the
stage II failure is still not observable in PE100 pipes.
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In materials research, polymer nanocomposites have become an interdisciplinary
topic which attracts more and more research interests. Extensive investigations
have led to revolutionary improvements of the properties of nanocomposites
making them better than not only their virgin matrix, but also their conven-
tional microcomposite counterparts. Nowadays, a large group of nanofillers has
been well established, for instance, montmorillonite nanolayers, carbon nanotubes
(CNT), titanium dioxide nanoparticles, etc. CNT was first reported by Iijima in
1991. [206] Thanks to its remarkable mechanical, thermal, and electrical proper-
ties, [207–210] it has been nominated as one of the most outstanding candidates for
the modification of different polymer materials since the successful preparation
of CNT/polymer nanocomposite by Ajayan et al. [211] in 1994.
CNT/polymer nanocomposites have shown significant improvements of the
material in diversified aspects, e.g. mechanical strength, thermal stability, rhe-
ological behavior, electrical property, flame retardancy, etc. Depending on the
targeting properties, these materials cover wide application fields ranging from ul-
trastrong fibers for bullet-proof vests, flexible displays to electronic paper, etc. [212]
Up to now, great success has been achieved by hybridizing CNT with various
thermoplastic polymers, for instance, amorphous rigid polystyrene, thermal plas-
tic elastomer polyurethane, semicrystalline PE and PP, crosslinkable epoxy, etc.
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Among all, the investigation of CNT/PE nanocomposite has been carried out
most intensively over the last years and has contributed to great progresses in
this field including preparation [213–222] and characterization. [223–230] Besides, the
theoretical and simulative studies concerning these materials also helped to un-
derstand the fundamentals of the nanocomposite effectively. [231–234]
However, in order to develop CNT/PE as a candidate for wide applications,
some remaining complex issues still need to be completely understood, for ex-
ample, the dispersion of the CNTs in the PE matrix as well as the interfacial
interactions between them. These issues not only influence the mechanical prop-
erties of the nanocomposites but also their thermal stability. In this context,
solid-state NMR plays an important role. It is able to provide detailed informa-
tion on nanocomposites and, thus, to describe the interactions between polymer
matrix and nanofiller. [43,99,235,236] In the present work, morphology and molecular
dynamics of LDPE filled with multi-wall nanotubes (MWNT) were investigated
by DSC and solid-state NMR, based on which, the reason of the change of the
thermal stability and the mechanical properties of the nanocomposite will be
discussed on a molecular level.
5.1 Materials
MWNT/LDPE nanocomposite was prepared and kindly donated by Institut
fu¨r Angewandte Polymerchemie (IAP), Fachhochschule Aachen, Germany. Both
MWNT and LDPE were used as received without any modification. All the
samples were prepared by a mini extruder with identical parameters, thus, both
the mechanical and thermal histories of them are uniform. In the current study,
five samples with different MWNT loading from 0.1% to 5% were used for the
investigation. Besides, the neat LDPE was also studied as a reference.
5.2 Thermal Properties
Thermal properties are important for material application, and the improvement
of the thermal stability is one of the key pursuing objects for the development
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of new high performance materials. Conventionally, thermal decomposition eval-
uated by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is the most widely used method to
investigate the thermal properties of polymer materials. [237,238]
5.2.1 TGA Measurement
Thermal decomposition of MWNT/LDPE composites was studied by NETZSCH
TG 209 apparatus. All samples including the neat LDPE were analyzed in a
temperature range of 200 ◦C to 800 ◦C and a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min. A nitrogen
gas flow rate of 10 cm3/min was applied to create the inert atmosphere so as to
prevent the oxidations. In order to eliminate the errors caused by the moisture in
the polymer matrix, all the samples were first stabilized at 200 ◦C until they reach
a weight constant stage and, after that, the temperature program is applied.
5.2.2 Thermal Stability and Decomposition
The thermal decomposition behavior of neat LDPE and MWNT/LDPE com-
posite is displayed in Figure 5.1. The total MWNT loadings are low and the
difference between the samples is very small. Therefore, in order to have a
better observation, only the sample with 5% MWNT and the neat LDPE are
presented. For temperatures between 200 ◦C and 400 ◦C, the weights of both
specimens stay constant at 100%. This indicates the moisture in the specimen
has been removed completely before the temperature programming. For temper-
atures between 400 ◦C and 550 ◦C, the MWNT/LDPE shows a shift of thermal
decomposition trace to higher temperatures than that of the neat LDPE, which
reflects a higher thermal stability. Besides, the different residual masses (mr)
after complete decomposition correlate with the MWNT loading amount.
Table 5.1 presents the detailed information about the thermal decomposition
of the MWNT/LDPE composites. mr increases with the MWNT amount accord-
ingly. However, a systematic deviation of mr
1 from the actual MWNT loading
1The residual mass is on average 0.8% higher than the actual MWNT amount. This may
be caused by the undecomposable impurities in the polymer matrix. These impurities influence
the mechanical properties of the material as they could act as stress concentration points as
explained in Section 4.5.3.
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Figure 5.1: TGA traces of LDPE and MWNT/LDPE composite.
Table 5.1: Thermal decomposition parameters of MWNT/LDPE composites de-
termined by TGA.
MWNT Tonset Tinflection Tend mr
% ◦C ◦C ◦C %
0 471.3 481.5 498.4 0.74
0.1 469.8 491.9 504.6 1.34
0.5 470.1 493.9 506.4 1.66
1.0 465.4 495.6 505.0 1.98
2.0 469.5 492.7 504.9 2.63
5.0 480.4 493.8 506.1 5.58
amount is observed. The decomposition onset temperature (Tonset) is around
470 ◦C for both neat LDPE and nanocomposites, except the one with the highest
MWNT amount of 5%, where a 10 ◦C higher Tonset was observed. The inflection
temperature (Tinflection) is the point with the highest weight loss rate observed in
the TGA traces. It is a key parameter which reflects the thermal stability of the
nanocomposites. The result shows that Tinflection increases significantly even with
only 0.1% MWNT loading. However, among the nanocomposites the different
MWNT amounts seems not to affect Tinflection obviously. The decomposition end
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temperature (Tend) shows the same behavior as Tinflection, in which only the dif-
ferences between neat LDPE and nanocomposites are observable. All the specific
temperatures extracted from the TGA traces indicate that by loading MWNT
the thermal stability of LDPE matrix is enhanced and the specimen with the
highest loading (5% MWNT) shows the most remarkable improvement.
5.3 Morphology and Molecular Relaxation
The changes of the physical properties are closely related to the morphology
and molecular dynamics of the polymer matrix. Therefore, the study of phase
composition, crystal lamella thickness, as well as the molecular relaxations is
important. It is able to explain the physical performance of LDPE with the
presence of MWNT based on the above information.
5.3.1 1H FID and DSC Measurement
The melting and latent behavior were evaluated by DSC. The same hardware and
parameters as described in Section 4.3.1 were applied. Only the first heating up
and melting scans were taken.
1H transverse relaxation was investigated by the FIDs after single 90 ◦ pulse.
Both the hardware and general parameters are the same as described in Section
4.3.1, except the sample temperature. In the current study, the optimized sample
temperature of 70 ◦C1 was applied to evaluate the molecular relaxation of the solid
MWNT/LDPE composites.
5.3.2 Crystallinity Determined by DSC
Table 5.2 shows the wc, Tm, and Tc determined by DSC. Both wc and Tm decrease
with increasing MWNT amount. For the 5% MWNT sample, the decrements of
about 12.5% for wc and 2% for Tm were observed. Tc behaves differently, it
increases remarkably by loading even 0.1% MWNT. However, the Tc difference
among nanocomposites is not obvious.
1Appendix A and Appendix B
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Table 5.2: Crystallinity, melting temperature, and crystallization temperature of
LDPE nanocomposite with different MWNT amounts determined by DSC.
MWNT Tc Tm wc
% ◦C ◦C %
0 90.2 113.1 36.5
0.1 93.3 112.4 35.7
0.5 93.9 111.7 34.3
1.0 93.7 111.6 34.1
2.0 92.9 111.3 33.5
5.0 93.0 110.8 31.8
5.3.3 Lamella Thickness
Lauritzen and Hoffman [239] as well as Wunderlich et al. [240] have introduced the
thermodynamic formula to semicrystalline polymers according to their melting
behavior evaluated by DSC. It is able to estimate the crystal lamella thickness
based on ∆hm and Tm, as:
Lc =
2σe
ρcm∆h0m
T 0m
T 0m − Tm
, (5.1)
where Lc is the lamella thickness, σe is the average energy on the chain folding sur-
face, T 0m is the melting temperature of 100% crystal, and ρcm is the crystal density.
In order to apply this equation to MWNT/LDPE composite, some hypotheses
are indispensable. For example, it is supposed that the presence of MWNT does
not change the latent habit as well as the chain folding behavior of LDPE in the
crystalline phase. Therefore, the previous values of ∆h0m = 293 J/g
[111,112] as well
as σe ≈ 77 erg/cm2 to 96 erg/cm2 [240–242] for PE are valid in our situation, and the
arithmetic average value of 86 erg/cm2 for σe was applied in this work. Besides,
the density of the crystalline phase is not influenced by MWNT either, and ρcm
= 0.99 g/cm3 [185] was used, currently.
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Figure 5.2: Correlation between melting temperature and crystallinity.
Figure 5.2 shows the correlation between Tm and wc. The inserted figure
illustrates the linear relationship. By extrapolating Tm to wc = 100%, a T
0
m =
143.7 ◦C is obtained. This value perfectly meets the previously reported T 0m of PE
as 141∼143.5 ◦C. [242–244] Therefore, the assumptions mentioned above are valid,
and the lamella thickness can be estimated by Equation 5.1 with the available
parameters.
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Figure 5.3: Lamella thickness of MWNT/LDPE nanocomposite.
Figure 5.3 presents the lamella thickness of MWNT/LDPE nanocomposites.
The size is between 2.55 nm and 2.80 nm, it decreases in an analogous exponential
decay manner with increasing MWNT amount. This indicates the presence of
MWNT influences the morphology significantly, even with only 0.1% loading.
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5.3.4 Phase Composition Determined by 1H FID
Figure 5.4 depicts the phase composition determined by 1H FID at 70 ◦C. Three
components are observed with different behavior according to the change of
MWNT amount. In the crystalline phase, the same decreasing behavior of wc
as determined by DSC is observed, and the values are systematically 10% higher.
However, the decrement is less obvious than that observed by DSC, only a 10%
reduction was observed for the 5% MWNT sample. At the same time, both the
amount of the interphase and the amorphous phase increase with the loading of
MWNT and the increment is more obvious in the amorphous phase.
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Figure 5.4: Phase composition of LDPE nanocomposite with different MWNT
amounts determined by 1H FID at 70 ◦C.
5.3.5 Transverse Relaxation Times of Solid Composite
Figure 5.5 shows T2 of different phases determined by
1H FID at 70 ◦C. Both
T a2 and T
i
2 decrease with increasing MWNT amount. The decrement is more
remarkable in amorphous phase, where an about 50% reduction is observed from
the neat LDPE to 5% MWNT/LDPE composite, while it is only about 15% for
T i2. It indicates that the presence of MWNT in the LDPE matrix reduces the
chain mobilities both in the interphase and in the amorphous phase, and the
reduction gets more significant with increasing MWNT amount. On the other
side, T c2 of the crystalline phase is almost constant. It supports the assumption
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that the presence of MWNT does not change the chain folding behavior in this
region and also validate the lamella thickness calculation in Section 5.3.3.
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Figure 5.5: Transverse relaxation times of LDPE nanocomposite with different
MWNT amounts determined by 1H FID at 70 ◦C.
Both the thermal and mechanical histories of the nanocomposites are iden-
tical, however, the morphological difference between the samples with different
MWNT amounts was observed. This is most probably induced by the change of
crystallization kinetics in the presence of MWNT during the extrusion. Crystal-
lization kinetics are strongly related to the chain mobilities of the polymer melts
during the cooling process. In order to understand this issue, it is necessarily to
learn the molecular dynamics of the nanocomposite melts. To meet such end, the
sample probing temperature was increased to 120 ◦C to investigate the transverse
relaxation of the MWNT/LDPE composite melts by 1H FID.
5.3.6 Transverse Relaxation Time of Composite Melt
Figure 5.6 shows the 1H FIDs of MWNT/LDPE composite melts measured at
120 ◦C. In Figure 5.6(a), with increasing MWNT amount, the magnetization de-
cays faster, especially the one with 5% MWNT. Figure 5.6(b) shows the initial
parts of the decays in half logarithmic scale on the ordinate axis. The signals
display a linear or approximate linear relation between lg I(t)/I(0) and t, which
indicates the polymer chains relax isotropically in the melts, and also illustrates
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Figure 5.6: 1H FID of LDPE nanocomposite melt with different MWNT amounts
measured at 120 ◦C: (a) in linear coordinates, and (b) in half logarithmic ordinates.
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Figure 5.7: Transverse relaxation time of LDPE nanocomposite melts with dif-
ferent MWNT amounts determined by 1H FID at 120 ◦C.
MWNTs disperse homogeneously in the polymer matrix. Therefore, one expo-
nential decay function is applied to describe the transverse relaxation for all
samples. Figure 5.7 depicts the transverse relaxation times of the MWNT/LDPE
melts (Tm2 ). T
m
2 decreases with increasing MWNT. It indicates the chain mobil-
ities reduce in the LDPE melts which is caused by the chain confinement effect
induced by the presence of MWNTs, and this effect increases with the increasing
MWNT loading amount.
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Due to the presence of MWNT in LDPE matrix, wc and Lc decrease, while the
amounts of the other two phases increase. The transverse relaxation times of both
solid as well as the molten LDPE matrices reduce thanks to the chain confinement
by MWNTs. However, the molecular mechanism behind the phenomena is still
not clear. In order to understand this part, the study of the molecular interactions
in each phase is necessary. 1H double-quantum NMR is an advanced technique
able to investigate the 1H intra- and intermolecular interactions by looking into
the dipolar couplings and, consequently, assistances to figure out the material
physical performance on a molecular level.
5.4 1H Residual Dipolar Coupling by Double-
Quantum NMR
1H residual dipolar coupling (Dres) provides key information about the structure
and molecular dynamics of polymer. It is able to reflect the influence of the chain
confinement on their nonisotropic motions due to the presence of inorganic fillers
in the polymer matrix. [245–247] Different NMR methods can be applied to estimate
Dres, such as the Hahn echo and solid echo relaxation measurements.
[248–251] How-
ever, the data analysis of these methods is not a trivial issue, errors occur easily
if the data are overinterpreted. [252–255] On the other hand, 1H double-quantum
buildup and decay curves which were first performed by Pines et al. [256,257] in
solid-state offer a convenient solution to access Dres and the molecular dynamics
in a model-free manner. [246,254,258–260] These double-quantum curves measured in
the initial regime of the excitation/reconversion periods are able to provide the
information of specific residual second van Vleck moment (M2).
[261] They also
provide information about the interactions between fillers and polymer matrices,
as well as the polymer chain confinements.
5.4.1 Dipolar Filter
As described in Section 2.3, NMR signals deal with the transition of the spins
between different energy levels in a magnetic field. When the system involves
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the coupling between two neighboring spins 1
2
, according to the spin states, four
different combinations are possible which generate four different energy levels,
as shown in Figure 5.8(a). There are two possible transition routes from the
lowest to the highest energy level as marked with solid and dashed arrows.1 In a
homonuclear spin 1
2
system, the energy levels in the middle are about the same
at high-field which makes the two routes identical. When one of the spins in
the spin pair flips, the energy level transition is called single quantum coherence,
while if both spins flip, i.e. the energy level changes form level 1 to level 3,
the transition is called double-quantum coherence. By applying a dipolar filter,
double-quantum NMR is able to encode the energy transitions of the spin pairs
and, thus, to extract the coupling information between the spins.
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Figure 5.8: (a) Energy levels in a two-spin 12 system. (b) Double-quantum dipolar
filter.
The basic double-quantum pulse sequence is the same as described in Section
4.4.1 Figure 4.9. However, instead of the spin-diffusion, the most important part
here is the dipolar filter, as shown in Figure 5.8(b). With the application of the
first two 90 ◦ pulses a double-quantum coherence is excited. Subsequently, a time
interval of τDQ is involved and after that with the third and forth 90
◦ pulses, the
spin double-quantum coherence is converted back into non-equilibrium population
differences, which are, subsequently, probed by transverse magnetization with the
execution of the fifth 90 ◦ pulse. In a double-quantum NMR measurement, the
varying list of τe/r enables the dipolar filter to encode different molecular inter-
1The double-quantum energy level transitions are combined by one solid arrow and one
dashed arrow.
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actions according to their different coupling strength. The quantum mechanism
behind the dipolar filter and the double-quantum pulse sequence is very compli-
cated, for more detailed information previous work and the references there are
recommended. [27,98,262–267]
5.4.2 Double-Quantum Measurement
In order to investigate the 1H residual dipolar couplings of MWNT/LDPE com-
posite from different phases, a modified pulse sequence based on the standard
double-quantum pulse sequence was developed, as shown in Figure 5.9. [256] It is
able to select the coupling information from different phases depending on their
different relaxation behavior. Before the application of the dipolar filter, another
two 90 ◦ pulses that act as a phase selection filter were incorporated, in which τr
is the phase selection period and τi is the time interval between phase selection
filter and dipolar filter. With a short τr, the transverse relaxation effects in all
phases are small which enables the dipolar filter to excite the double-quantum
coherence in the crystalline phase at short τe/r. In this case, the modified pulse
sequence provides the same information as a standard double-quantum pulse se-
quence. However, when τr is long, due to the fast transverse relaxation in the
crystalline phase and in the interphase, the magnetization from these two phases
is no longer detectable and, therefore, only the couplings from the amorphous
phase are selected.
90y°
phase selection
90-y°
 i r  e/r e/r
90y°90y° 90-x°90-y° 90x°
diffusiondipolar filter
 DQ  m
detection
Figure 5.9: Double-quantum pulse sequence with a phase selection filter.
In the present work, 1H static double-quantum measurements were carried out
on a 500 MHz NMR spectrometer by applying a high power MAS probe body with
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a 4 mm coil. The optimized sample temperature was 70 ◦C and the optimized 90 ◦
rf pulse was 4µs. For PE, the optimum fixed time intervals between the pulses
are τDQ = τm = 5µs and τi = 3µs. In order to select the best signals, different
τrs were used for different phases for the nanocomposites with different MWNT
amounts. For instance, for neat LDPE, τr = 3µs for the crystalline phase, τr =
40µs for the interphase, and τr = 190µs for the amorphous phase were applied,
respectively. Besides, due to the different responses to the dipolar filter, different
varying lists of τe/r were applied for each specific phase.
5.4.3 Double-Quantum Curves
Figures 5.10 to Figures 5.12 display the 1H broad line spectra of neat LDPE
recorded by the pulse sequence, as indicated in Figure 5.9, with different τrs
and different varying lists of τe/r. In order to have a better comparison between
the signals, the abscissa and ordinate axes in all subfigures are identical. For
τr = 3µs, as shown in Figure 5.10, the phase selection filter keeps the signals
from all phases and allows the dipolar filter encoding the magnetization in the
crystalline phase. In this case, for short τe/r, as shown in Figure 5.10(a) and
Figure 5.10(b), the recorded spectra are very broad with two doublet peaks.
This is a typical style for the two spins from the same methylene group in the
crystalline phase with very strong dipolar couplings. [13,38] At longer τe/r, as shown
in Figure 5.10(c) and Figure 5.10(d), the spectral line width narrows down. In
this stage, the signals are mainly from the interphase. When τe/r is long enough,
due to transverse relaxation, the spin dipolar couplings from both the crystalline
phase and the interphase are undetectable, and the signals come only from the
amorphous phase. [24] Therefore, as shown in Figure 5.10(e) and Figure 5.10(f),
the line widths are very narrow and the signal decays with increasing τe/r.
For τr = 40µs, as shown in Figure 5.11, the phase selection period filters out
the signals from the crystalline phase. Thus, the dipolar filter can only encode
the magnetization from the interphase at short τe/r. Here weaker doublet peak
signals are observed with τe/r shorter than 13µs. By increasing τe/r, the dipolar
filter transfers the signal encoding from the interphase to the amorphous phase,
which can be told from the narrowing of line width.
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Figure 5.10: 1H double-quantum spectra with a phase selection period of τr =
3µs and different excitation/reconversion times in double-quantum dipolar filter:
(a) τe/r = 3.5 µs, (b) τe/r = 8µs, (c) τe/r = 18µs, (d) τe/r = 50µs, (e) τe/r = 120µs,
and (f) τe/r = 300µs.
Figure 5.12 depicts the double-quantum spectra recorded at τr = 190µs. Here
only narrow lines are observable, which indicates the signals from the interphase
are also filtered out and the dipolar filter can only encode the couplings from
the amorphous phase. In the current study, if increase τr to more than 350µs,
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Figure 5.11: 1H double-quantum spectra with a phase selection period of τr =
40µs and different excitation/reconversion times in double-quantum dipolar filter:
(a) τe/r = 5µs, (b) τe/r = 13µs, (c) τe/r = 40µs, (d) τe/r = 100µs, (e) τe/r = 250µs,
and (f) τe/r = 500µs.
the magnetization from all phases decays completely during the phase selection
period, and no signal was detectable after the dipolar filter.
According to the above results, it is clear that by applying the phase selection
filter, the signals from various phases are highlighted, and based on which the
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Figure 5.12: 1H double-quantum spectra with a phase selection period of τr =
190µs and different excitation/reconversion times in double-quantum dipolar filter:
(a) τe/r = 7µs, (b) τe/r = 24µs, (c) τe/r = 55µs, (d) τe/r = 110µs, (e) τe/r = 250µs,
and (f) τe/r = 1000µs.
1H dipolar couplings from each phase can be studied. Figure 5.13 presents the
double-quantum buildup curves of neat LDPE recored at different τrs. The signal
of each spectrum was normalized to the 1H broad line recorded after a single 90 ◦
pulse with corresponding dead time of td = τr. For instance, a FID of td = 190µs
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Figure 5.13: Double-quantum buildup curves of LDPE as a function of excita-
tion/reconversion time recorded with different phase selection times.
was recorded for the normalization of the double-quantum curve measured at τr
= 190µs. For τr = 3µs, the buildup curve reaches the maximum signal at τe/r
= 12µs. Here the normalized signal intensity is about 16.5% and after that the
intensity starts to decay. This is a typical PE double-quantum curve, in which
the intramethylene 1H dipolar couplings in the crystalline phase are emphasized.
For τr = 40µs, the maximum signal shifts to a higher τe/r of 35µs and, at the
same time, the normalized signal reduces to 14%. In this stage, the dipolar filter
encodes the couplings in the interphase. For τr = 190µs, the signals from both
the crystalline and the interphase have been filtered out. The double-quantum
curves is, therefore, featured by a slow buildup rate and low intensity, in which
the maximum normalized intensity of 9% was observed at τe/r = 75µs.
Figure 5.14 presents the normalized double-quantum curves from different
phases of LDPE and the nanocomposites. Figure 5.14(a) shows the signals from
the crystalline phase. The difference between samples is not obvious: all the
signals reach the maximum intensity of about 16% at τe/r = 12µs, except for the
sample with 5% MWNT, in which the maximum intensity is relatively low. The
same behavior is observed in the interphase, as shown in Figure 5.14(b). The only
difference compared to that from the crystalline phase is the maximums shift to
τe/r = 35µs with around 14% normalized intensity. However, for the amorphous
phase, the difference between the samples is obvious, as shown in Figure 5.14(c).
First, the maximum intensity increases with increasing MWNT amount: only
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Figure 5.14: Double-quantum
buildup curves of MWNT/LDPE
composites as a function of ex-
citation/reconversion time; differ-
ent phase selection periods were
applied to selected the 1H resid-
ual dipolar couplings from: (a)
the crystalline phase, (b) the in-
terphase, and (c) the amorphous
phase, respectively.
5.4 1H Residual Dipolar Coupling by Double-Quantum NMR
about 9% normalized signal is observed for the neat LDPE, while it increases to
about 12% for the nanocomposite with 5% MWNT. Second, τe/r for the highest
signal intensity also shifts to lower values: for neat LDPE it is at τe/r ≈ 75µs,
while it shifts to about 68µs for 5% MWNT composite.
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All the above results illustrate that the amplitude of the double-quantum
curves is related to the relaxation times. For different phases, the highest double-
quantum normalized signal was detected in the crystalline phase with the shortest
T2, while the lowest signal is detected in the amorphous phase with the longest T2.
Besides, the amplitude difference of the amorphous phase among the nanocom-
posites is also observed, which also fulfills the above rule, i.e. the shorter T2
shows the higher double-quantum amplitude. This is caused by the incomplete
averaging of spatially anisotropic dipolar couplings, also known as residual dipo-
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lar coupling. It is able to reflect the angular diversity of the spins which in turn
illustrates the molecular mobilities of the spins.
5.4.4 Residual Dipolar Coupling
By interpreting double-quantum buildup curves, rich information about molecular
dynamics can be obtained in terms of Dres and M2. However, up to now, there is
no precise analytical solution able to fit the double-quantum curves in the whole
τe/r range. For instance, Saalwa¨chter et al.
[268,269] assumed a Gaussian distribution
of double-quantum signals with τe/r and introduced a fit model which is able
to extract Dres for elastomer networks. However, an as high as 50% standard
fit deviation that may impose significant errors on Dres has to be taken into
consideration. [247,270]
Blu¨mich et al. [261,271] demonstrated that for signals at short τe/r region, the
double-quantum buildups can be well described by polynomial functions with a
T2 correction as:
SDQ(2τe/r) ≈
[
(DDQres )
2 τ 2e/r +
g∑
j=2
(−1)j−1(DDQj )2j τ 2je/r
]
exp
(
− 2τe/r
T2
)
≈
[
1
2
MDQ2 τ
2
e/r +
g∑
j=2
(−1)j−1 M
DQ
2j
2j!
τ 2je/r
]
exp
(
− 2τe/r
T2
)
, (5.2)
where SDQ is the normalized double-quantum signal, D
DQ
res and M
DQ
2 are the
effective residual dipolar coupling and effective second van Vleck moment encoded
by dipolar filter. The other terms in the sums are the contributions from other
couplings which will not be discussed here. Goldman [186] and Mehring [132] proved
that thanks to the nature of spin 1
2
dipolar coupling and double-quantum dipolar
filter edition, MDQ2 , in fact, equals to M2. Besides, D
DQ
res and Dres are also similar.
Furthermore, based on Equation 5.2, it is easy to obtain the relation of:
MDQ2 ≈ 2(DDQres )2 (5.3a)
and
M2 ≈ 2(Dres)2. (5.3b)
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Figure 5.15: Fit result of double-quantum buildup curves at the initial excita-
tion/reconversion period. The curves displayed here are from the amorphous phase
of neat LDPE and the nanocomposite with 5% MWNT amount.
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Figure 5.16: (a) Residual dipolar coupling, and (b) second van Vleck moment of
LDPE and the composites as a function of MWNT amount.
Figure 5.15 shows the fit quality which is perfect at the beginning of the
buildup curves. Figure 5.16 displays the fit results according to different MWNT
amounts. As indicated in Equation 5.3, the behavior of Dres and M2 must be
the same. The 1H dipolar couplings in the crystalline phase are the strongest,
and those in the amorphous phase are the weakest, while those in the interphase
stay in between. By increasing the loading amount of MWNT in LDPE matrix,
the dipolar couplings in the crystalline phase and in the interphase do not change
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obviously. This indicates the presence of MWNT does not affect the fundamental
building of the crystal or the chain conformation in the interphase. However, on
the other hand, both Dres and M2 increase with increasing MWNT amount in
the amorphous phase, in which a 25% and 60% increment of the sample with 5%
MWNT than those of the neat LDPE are observed for Dres and M2, respectively.
By loading MWNT, the 1H dipolar couplings in the amorphous phase get stronger,
and the stronger interaction indicates either a closer proton-proton distance or
stronger chain restrictions. Therefore, it is not difficult to elaborate that by
loading MWNT in LDPE, the chain conformation in the amorphous phase is
affected significantly and, consequently, influences the physical performance of
the nanocomposite.
5.5 MWNT/LDPE Structure and Properties
In CNT/PE nanocomposite, the noncovalent interactions between CNTs and
polymer matrix cause the CNTs to act as physical joints among the polymer
chains. At the same time, they enable the polymer matrix to incorporate the
physical merits of CNT for the improvement of the performance of the nanocom-
posite, in different aspects. However, the presence of CNTs also induces some
side effects, for example, the noncovalent interaction confines the polymer chains
due to physical crosslinking effect and, thus, reduces the chain mobilities. It in-
fluences the material performance in two ways: first the crystallization kinetics
during processing which in turn changes the morphology of the final products.
Second, the molecular dynamics in solid matrix are also changed. Both these two
aspects affect the physical properties of the nanocomposite.
5.5.1 Influence on the Crystallization Kinetics
The crystallization kinetics of polymer material are somewhat similar to those of
small molecules, which can be described as a two-step procedure, i.e. nucleation
and crystal growth. Avrami function [272] is widely applied to describe this process
as:
wc(t) = 1− exp(−Ktξ), (5.4)
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where wc(t) is the crystallinity at t, K is the crystallization constant, and ξ is
Avrami exponent which is decided by the nucleation mechanism as well as the
crystal growth geometry. In a specified system, ξ is always fixed, while K is more
complicated which depends not only on the molecular dynamics, but also the
crystallization temperature.
In the current case, the presence of MWNT changes the crystallization kinetics
of the nanocomposite from that of the neat LDPE. First, the MWNTs act as
the nucleation agent. The polymer chains tend to condense on the CNTs and
form the crystal nuclei. This assists the heterogeneous nucleation and, thus,
speeds up the crystallization by increasing K and changing ξ. Second, due to the
chain confinement and lower chain mobilities, the growth of crystals is, however,
hampered by decreasing K. Therefore, K is determined by both nucleation step
and crystal growth step, it is related to the crystallization temperature as well
as the activation energies of the above two steps. These relations can be well
described by Arrhenius equation. Based on Kissinger equation, [273] Lauritzen and
Hoffman [239,274] have proposed a calculation model to describe both nucleation
and crystal growth during crystallization for polymers, simultaneously. However,
due to the new findings on the polymer crystal morphology, the old model can
not fulfill all aspects. Recently, a more general model has been introduced to
describe K when the crystallization takes place by cooling polymers from their
melts as: [275–278]
K(T ) = K0 exp
[ −Ena
λR(Tm − T )
]
exp
[ −Ega
R(T − Tg)
]
, (5.5)
where K0 is the crystal growth rate constant; E
n
a and E
g
a are the activation ener-
gies for nucleation as well as crystal growth, respectively; and λ is a calibration
constant. If the activation energies are constant, the crystallization rate is con-
trolled by temperature. When the temperature is too high, e.g. close to Tm the
nucleation step is depressed due to the strong molecular disturbance caused by
the Brownian chain motions. However, if it is too low, e.g. close to Tg, the crystal
growth is not possible because of the chain-frozen effect. Therefore, Tc with the
highest crystallization rate must at certain point between Tg and Tm. In this
study, Tc ≈ 90 ◦C was observed for the neat LDPE, as shown in Table 5.2.
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With the presence of MWNT in the LDPE matrix, both Ena and E
g
a are
influenced, but in different ways. With the function of nucleation agent, MWNTs
assist the nucleation step by decreasing Ena . However, on the other hand, due to
the chain confinement which is caused by the physical crosslinking effects, as we
observed by dramatic Tm2 decrement of the melts in Figure 5.7, the mobilities
of the chain segments decrease. Therefore, the diffusivity of the chains to the
crystal nuclear surface decreases and, thus, Ega increases. By loading MWNT,
kinetically, the nucleation step gets faster while the crystal growth step becomes
slower. This is the reason that for the nanocomposites Tc shifts to higher value
than that of neat LDPE, as shown in Table 5.2. It also explains the decreasing
lamella thickness, as shown in Figure 5.3, as more nuclei generates on the MWNT
walls at the first step, while the crystal growth rate on the nuclei reduces at the
second step. In addition, the reduction of crystallinity and the increment of the
amounts of the interphase as well as the amorphous phase observed in Table 5.2
and Figure 5.4 reflect that the chain confinement effect is more remarkable than
the nucleation assistant effect. This also indicates the strong interactions between
LDPE chains and MWNTs.
5.5.2 Nanohybrid Shish-Kebab Structure
MWNTs generally have a outer diameter of about 2∼100 nm which consist of a
varying number of graphene layers with an interlayer separation of about 0.3 nm,
and the specific surface area of MWNT is about 40∼300 m2/g. [279,280] Due to the
interactions between MWNT and LDPE matrix, the crystal lamella are more
easily to grow in a two dimensional manner around the MWNTs. The MWNT
acts not only as the nucleation agent but also as the morphological ‘c’ axis to
string the lamellae together. [227,229] This MWNT linked lamellar structure is sim-
ilar to the classic shish-kebab polymer crystallography which is first observed by
Reneker et al. [281] and Pennings et al. [282]
A typical polymer shish-kebab crystal structure is usually constructed by a
fibrils stem (shish) and the disk shaped lamellae (kebab) arranged perpendicu-
larly along the stem. It is generated by placing the bulk polymers under shear
field during the crystallization, thus, to originate the fibril stems. However, in
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Figure 5.17: Schematic digram of MWNT/LDPE nanohybrid shish-kebab super-
molecular structure.
nanocomposite, the MWNTs perform as the crude fibril stems to string up the
lamellar disks. Therefore, similar structures can be yield even without shear field.
In such occasion, the stringed structure is referred as nanohybrid shish-kebab, [283]
as shown in Figure 5.17.
The crystalline phase of the nanohybrid shish-kebab has been well interpreted
in previous work, in which the crystal can be well descried by the switchboard
model. [284,285] Besides, it has been widely accepted that the building block of a
crystal is unaffected by the introduction of nanotube. [286] However, up to now,
the description of the noncrystalline region of such supermolecular structure is
still unclear. Furthermore, the model in Figure 5.17 is not able to describe the
interactions between the naked nanotubes and the rest of polymer chains, for
instance, the chains from the interphase and the amorphous phase. As a matter
of fact, all the three morphological phases1 strongly interact with the nanotubes,
and the interfaces between different morphological phases and nanotubes behave
differently, which in turn influence the corresponding molecular dynamics of the
phases differently.
1crystalline phase, interphase, and amorphous phase
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According to the current results, as shown in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.16,
molecular dynamics of the amorphous phase are influenced most severely by the
presence of MWNTs, in which T2 decreases by 50% with 5% MWNT loading,
while at the same time, Dres and M2 increase by 25% and 60%, respectively.
Zheng et al. [230] observed the wrapping effect of the CNTs by polymer thin films,
which is induced by the surface tension of the MWNTs. In the semicrystalline
polymer cases, the thin film is contributed mainly by the amorphous phase. Due
to the strong noncovalent interactions, the “tie” and “loop” molecules tend to
collapse on the nanotubes, which leads to a more compact chain conformation in
the amorphous phase. Therefore, the chain mobilities and the average distance
between the neighboring protons in this region reduce, which in turn influence
the physical properties of the nanocomposite.
5.5.3 MWNT/LDPE Physical Properties
The physical properties of the nanocomposite is strongly related to the interac-
tions between the nanotubes and polymer matrix both in melt and solid states.
The interactions also influence the morphology and molecular dynamics which
can be described by solid-state NMR. According to the current observations, the
improvement of the thermal stability of the nanocomposites can be explained by
the increasing of the thermal decomposition activation energy of the molecular
chains due to the noncovalent molecular interactions, and the decomposition ki-
netics can also be described by Kissinger’s equation. [273] Besides, according to
the result of mechanical test carried out in IAP, [287] Young’s modulus of the
nanocomposite increases with the increasing MWNT amount, while the fracture
strain decreases. In addition, the tensile strength of nanocomposites is consis-
tently higher than that of the neat LDPE. The improvement of Young’s modulus
can be estimated by the short fiber reinforced polymer composite theory as: [288]
Ec = η0η1VnEn + (1− Vn)Ep, (5.6)
where Ec, En, and Ep are Young’s modulus of nanocomposite, MWNT, and
polymer matrix, respectively; η0 and η1 are the interaction coefficients which
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related to the MWNT critical length and their orientations in the polymer matrix;
and Vn is the volume fraction of MWNT. As En of MWNT is extremely high,
[208]
it is not difficult to understand that Ec improves with the presence of MWNT
and the improvement increases with increasing MWNT amount.
On the other hand, the reduction of the fracture strain indicates the toughness
of LDPE matrix decreases. As demonstrated in the previous section, due to the
presence of MWNT, the spontaneous formation of the nanohybrid shish-kebab
structure changes the molecular dynamics and chain conformations, especially, in
the amorphous phase. These aspects strongly relate with the physical properties
of the material. The fractures of the specimens during the mechanical drawing
are typical ductile with high elongation ratios. However, for the MWNT/LDPE
composite, the reductions of the chain mobilities and the conformation diversi-
ties cause the decreasing of the stretchability of the “ties” and “loops” in the
amorphous phase and, consequently, reduce the toughness of the material. Be-
sides, the reductions of crystallinity and lamella thickness also reduce the chain
adhesiveness in the crystalline phase which lead the slips between chain segments
to occur more easily under drawing and, thus, generates the Mosaic blocks in
an earlier stage, as discussed in Section 4.5.2. Furthermore, MWNTs also act as
impurities in LDPE, the interface between nanotubes and polymer matrix causes
the stress concentration effect, which also increases the brittleness of the material,
as explained in Section 4.5.3. All in all, by increasing the MWNT amount, the
elongation ratio of LDPE matrix reduces at fracture, which indicates a transfor-
mation trend from ductile to brittle fracture under stress. For real application
these side effects must be taken into consideration and should be avoided. In fact,
thanks to the superior properties of CNT, its loading amount is actually very low
and will not influence the toughness of polymer matrix strongly.
5.6 Summary
MWNT/LDPE nanocomposites have been investigated by a combination of DSC
and solid-state NMR study. According to the current observations, morphology
and molecular dynamics of the LDPE matrix are closely related to each other and
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influence the physical properties of the nanocomposite synergistically. Both the
crystallinity and the lamella thickness decrease with increasing MWNT amount,
while the amounts of the interphase and the amorphous phase increase. This is
caused by the change of the crystallization kinetics. The presence of MWNTs
has double functions during the crystallization of LDPE from its melt: nucleation
agent which assists the formation of the nuclei and chain confinement effect which
hinders the growth of the crystal. As a result, the crystal core number increases,
while their growth rate decreases and, consequently, both the average crystal size
and the crystallinity decreases.
Besides, the molecular dynamics also change and it is most remarkable in the
amorphous phase. It has been observed that T2 decreases and
1H residual dipolar
coupling increases with increasing MWNT amount. This can be explained by
the high surface tension of the MWNTs which leads the flexible chains in the
amorphous phase to collapse on them. Therefore, the conformation of the chains
in this region is more compacted which increases the neighboring 1H interactions
as well as the chain restrictions.
All the above aspects influence the physical properties of the nanocomposite
in comparison with its neat polymer matrix. The thermal stability and the tensile
strength increase due to the strong interaction between MWNTs and LDPE ma-
trix as well as the excellent mechanical properties of MWNT. However, the tough-
ness of the material reduces due to decreasing flexibility of the amorphous phase,
which is also caused by the strong noncovalent interactions between MWNTs and
polymer chains.
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Morphology and molecular dynamics of PE were investigated by DSC and 1H
solid-state NMR. The correlation between different methods proves that the ad-
vantages of NMR are its abilities to define the three-component phase composition
via different molecular relaxations in a wide range of crystallinities precisely, and
based on which the information of molecular dynamics of different phases is ex-
tractable. Besides, the effectiveness of the NMR-MOUSE on semicrystalline poly-
mer study has been proved in a wide range of crystallinities, and its application
to the quality control of HDPE pipe production in a noninvasive manner has been
carried out successfully. Furthermore, most importantly, by the applications of
spin-diffusion pulse sequence and modified phase selectable double-quantum pulse
sequence, solid-state NMR is able to describe the domain sizes as well as the resid-
ual dipolar couplings of each phase,1 respectively. In terms of these bases, two
major application systems were interpreted: the physical aging of HDPE pipes
as well as the physical properties of the MWNT/LDPE nanocomposites.
The results indicate that the physical performances of PE are strongly related
to the amount and the properties of the amorphous phase. It was found that
both aging and nanofiller affect the chain conformation and reduce the molecular
dynamics in the amorphous phase. Therefore, as a consequence, the material
toughness is influenced. The change of the amorphous phase influences the mate-
rial differently in different systems. In pipe physical aging, the ability of the pipes
1Such detailed information of the interphase and the amorphous phase is not available by
the current other techniques.
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to hinder the slow crack growth decreases due to the embrittlement effect and,
thus, influences their long term performance. In the nanocomposite system, the
chain conformation diversities and flexibilities reduce due to the surface tension
effect and, consequently, the impact strength of the material suffers. Both above
cases illustrate that the understanding of the molecular structure, conformation,
and dynamics in the amorphous phase is extremely important for the application
of semicrystalline polymers.
After intensive study on the above topics, the conclusions not only answered
the application difficulties/problems of PE, but also improved the contribution
of solid-state NMR on solid polymer studies. There are several achievements
worth to mention: (1) the correlation between morphology/molecular dynamics
and the pipe resistance against aging has high application potential to the life-
time estimation of the existing PE pipe systems. (2) The highlighted importance
of the properties of the amorphous phase helps to understand the physical be-
havior of the semicrystalline polymer better and, thus, provides more guidances
for the tailored application development of the material. (3) The investigation
of the NMR-MOUSE on the solid polymer study has validated its application
to this field, it allows the NMR-MOUSE using on the quality control of plastic
productions in industry, and the most important advantages are its nondestruc-
tive detecting manner and its portable identity. (4) The successful modification
of the double-quantum pulse sequence makes the detailed phase investigation
of the multicomponent polymers possible, which also assists to understand the
properties of the material more effectively.
However, the current work is just some of the initializations for the whole study
on morphology and molecular dynamics of semicrystalline polymers by solid-state
NMR relaxometry. There are still remaining problems. Besides, there are also
some interesting subjects worth to be further studied and will bring rewarding
progresses to not only in scientific researches but also in industry applications.
First, the application of high resolution NMR of rare nuclei, for example, the cross
polarization measurement with MAS is able to describe the couplings between
13C and 1H in different phases. Its detecting sensitivity is different from 1H
NMR, and can provide supplement information in the material study. Second,
the application of NMR-MOUSE to solid polymers is another attractive topic
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still need to be further pursued in two aspects: (1) its application to the low
crystallinity region of semicrystalline polymer need to be continually investigated
and confirmed; (2) the on-site evaluation of the plastic pipes by the NMR-MOUSE
is expected to estimate the remaining service time of the existing pipe systems
in a nondestructive manner. This in field application issue leads to the third
topic: the relation between T2 and the performance of the pipes. As mentioned
above, this question has been answered partially according to the current results
that the material mechanical resistance against the slow crack growth decreases
with decreasing T2. However, in order to establish a consolidate relation between
them, more results are necessarily, and based on which the estimation of the
remaining lifetime of the pipe system can come into being. Fourth, the aging of
MWNT/LDPE composite is also an interesting topic, in which with the presence
of MWNT, the aging mechanism must be influenced and is worth for further
investigation as a scientific topic in the current stage.
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In this appendix two issues will be discussed. The first one is the temperature
dependences of phase composition and relaxation times of PE determined by 1H
FID. This helps to figure out the best probing temperature and, thus, to improve
the phase resolution as well as the result reliability. The second one is the errors
of the research system, including the systematic error of DSC and NMR, as well
as the inhomogeneity of the PEHD pipe. It helps to confirm the conclusions drew
by the current observations.
A Probe Body Temperature Calibration
Calibration of the BTV3000 temperature controlling system was carried out on
both 200 MHz and 500 MHz spectrometers with their respective 4 mm solid probe
bodies used in this study. Ethylene glycol was used as the reference, and the
real temperature of the sample in the probe body (Tr) can be calculated by
the chemical shift difference between the two peaks in the spectra. [289,290] The
deviation between the programmed temperature (Tp) and Tr can be described by
encoding Tp with the BTV3000 system.
Figure I shows the calibration results performed from room temperature to the
thresholds of the probe bodies. The deviations between Tr and Tp are observed
in both probe bodies, in which Tr is systematically higher than Tp. The deviation
becomes more severe with increasing temperature. This is caused by the over
heating problem during the temperature encoding, and the effect is slightly more
significant on the 200 MHz probe body than that of the 500 MHz.
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Figure I: Calibration of sample temperatures in the NMR solid probe bodies en-
coded by BTV3000 temperature controlling system: (a) 200 MHz and (b) 500 MHz.
B Temperature Dependence of NMR Results
Temperature dependences of the phase composition and T2 of both HDPE and
LDPE determined by 1H FID is studied on the 200 MHz spectrometer. The prob-
ing temperature was from room temperature to 380 K, and an increment of 10 K
per step is used. Figure II shows the relation between phase compositions and the
probing temperatures, in which the same temperature dependence is observed for
HDPE and LDPE. Both wc and wi decrease with increasing temperature, while
at the same time, wa increases. The increments are also temperature depen-
dent, in which they become more significant at high temperature region for all
phases. This is due to the melting effect which destroys the small and/or imper-
fect crystals at an early stage, as shown in Figure 3.1. Besides, the sensitivities
of LDPE and HDPE are different, in which the phase composition changes more
remarkably in LDPE due to increasing temperature.
Figure III shows the T2s, both T
i
2 and T
a
2 increase with the temperature, but
T c2 is independent on it. The behavior is basically the same between LDPE and
HDPE, except T a2 in HDPE is more stable at low temperatures. However, it goes
up steeply at the higher temperature region. Based on the above observations we
are now able to figure out the best detecting temperature regions for both LDPE
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Figure II: Temperature dependence of phase composition of PE determined by
1H FID: (a) LDPE and (b) HDPE.
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Figure III: Temperature dependence of transverse relaxation times of PE deter-
mined by 1H FID: (a) LDPE and (b) HDPE.
and HDPE. For LDPE if Tp is higher than 340 K, the melting effect becomes
very significant, and influences the characterized phase composition severely. For
HDPE, this transition point is observed at around 370 K. On the other side, if
Tp is too low, due to the chain confinement effect the amorphous phase is almost
unobservable, while by increasing the detecting temperature the phase resolution
improves. This phenomenon is especially obvious for HDPE. Thus, in order
to have a better phase resolution, it is necessarily to increase the temperature
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and, at the same time, the melting effect must also be taken into account. In
the current study, the optimal Tp on the 200 MHz spectrometer is defined to
363 K for HDPE and 333 K for LDPE, both of the values are around 35 K lower
than their Tms determined by DSC. Additionally, in considering almost the same
temperature deviation behavior of the probe bodies, these values are also applied
to the 500 MHz spectrometer.
C Systematic Error of DSC
Systematic error of DSC was investigated on the DSC 200F3 apparatus. The mea-
surement parameters are the same as mentioned in Section 3.2.1. Seven heating
and cooling scans were run for the same HDPE sample, separately. Between each
scan, the crucible was first taken out and then replaced in the furnace. In such
a way, it is able to inspect the influence of the position of the crucible on the
results. In order to have the scans be measured from the sample with identical
thermal history, only the traces from the second to the seventh scan were taken.
Table I: Systematic error of DSC.
Scans
∆hm Tm Tonset Tend
J/g ◦C ◦C ◦C
2 188.1 130.4 117.2 137.0
3 182.3 130.5 117.2 136.9
4 183.7 130.4 117.2 136.7
5 183.0 130.2 117.3 136.5
6 187.8 130.3 117.5 136.5
7 185.7 130.3 117.4 136.4
Average 185.1 130.4 117.3 136.7
STDVa ±2.5 ±0.1 ±0.1 ±0.2
Error 1.3% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2%
astandard deviation
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Table I shows the systematic errors that occur during the measurement. The
accuracy of the temperature is very high, in which only 0.1% errors of Tm and
Tonset are ignorable. The error of ∆hm is relatively higher of about 1.3%. This
is mainly induced by the change of the crucible positions between the scans. If
keep the crucible still and perform the measurements successively, the error of
∆hm can be controlled to only about 0.3%.
D Systematic Error of NMR-MOUSE
Systematic error of NMR-MOUSE is investigated by solid echo pulse sequence
with the same parameters as described in Section 3.4.1. The samples were fixed on
the top of the coil, thus, to make sure the same voxels were taken. Six decays were
recorded with the NMR-MOUSE at the home position of the digital lift. Between
each measurement, the senor was first moved away from the home position by the
lift and then move back to it. Therefore, the errors caused by the surrounding
noises can be evaluated.
Table II: Systematic error of NMR-MOUSE.
Measurements
wc wi wa T
c
2eff T
i
2eff T
a
2eff
% % % µs µs µs
1 67.6 19.3 13.1 92.5 639.2 1810.7
2 67.1 18.7 14.1 92.9 634.7 1834.4
3 66.4 18.7 14.9 89.2 592.7 1800.3
4 66.4 19.0 14.6 90.3 596.7 1758.2
5 66.9 19.7 13.3 92.0 624.1 1830.8
6 67.4 18.0 14.7 92.1 613.9 1803.6
Average 67.0 18.9 14.1 91.5 616.9 1806.3
STDV ±0.6 ±0.7 ±0.8 ±1.4 ±19.3 ±27.4
Error 0.7% 3.1% 5.3% 1.6% 3.1% 1.5%
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Table II presents the systematic error of NMR-MOUSE. The highest error is
shown by the fraction of the amorphous phase, in which a ±0.8 STDV with an
error of 5.3% is detected. The error of the rest parameters are basically less than
3%, which indicates the noise level of the NMR-MOUSE is well controlled.
E Systematic Error of High-Field NMR
Systematic error of high-field NMR is investigated by 1H FIDs with the same
hardware and parameters as mentioned in Section 4.3.1. Six FIDs were recorded
for the same HDPE sample. Between each measurement, the sample was taken
out of the rotor and then repacked, so as to evaluate the influences of sample
packing as well as the change of the rotor position in the coil on the results.
Table III: Systematic error of high-field NMR.
Measurements
wc wi wa T
c
2 T
i
2 T
a
2
% % % µs µs µs
1 69.6 22.6 7.8 12.2 49.8 207.7
2 71.0 21.4 7.6 12.1 53.2 217.7
3 70.1 22.2 7.7 12.2 52.6 219.5
4 70.4 21.8 7.8 12.2 52.8 218.2
5 70.7 21.6 7.7 12.1 53.6 222.1
6 70.3 21.9 7.8 12.1 51.9 214.9
Average 70.4 21.9 7.7 12.1 52.3 216.6
STDV ±0.5 ±0.4 ±0.08 ±0.05 ±1.3 ±5.1
Error 0.7% 2.0 % 1.0% 0.4% 2.6% 2.4%
Table III shows the systematic error of high-field NMR. All the errors are
less than 3%, and the level is similar to that observed by DSC. The coil size of
the 4 mm probe body for the Bruker 200 MHz spectrometer is not 100% precise,
which induces the errors due to the position variation of the rotor. However, the
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error indicates that this effect does not influence the precise of the measurement
significantly. The other used probe bodies can control the rotor position better,
for instance, MAS probe bodies for 500 MHz and 700 MHz spectrometers.
F Inhomogeneity of PEHD Pipes
PEHD pipes are reference samples only for laboratory study. Due to the inho-
mogeneity of the material throughout the pipe, the randomly picked specimen
may not reflect the true property of the whole pipe. Therefore, it is necessarily
to investigate the inhomogeneity of the pipe and evaluate its influence on the
acquisition of the consolidate conclusions. In this work, six points from different
positions of a nonaged PEHD pipe were picked, these points are evenly distributed
throughout the whole segment. The inhomogeneity of the pipe is investigated by
both DSC and high-field 1H FID.
Table IV: Inhomogeneity of PEHD pipe determined by DSC.
Samples
wc Tm Tonset Tend
% ◦C ◦C ◦C
1 57.9 133.1 125.6 139.4
2 59.4 132.4 121.6 139.4
3 57.9 131.4 121.7 137.6
4 58.0 132.5 122.4 138.4
5 58.8 132.1 120.6 138.6
6 63.5 133.0 120.9 138.1
Average 59.3 132.4 122.1 138.6
STDV ±2.1 ±0.6 ±1.8 ±0.7
Errors 3.6% 0.5% 1.5% 0.5%
Table IV presents the inhomogeneity of nonaged PEHD pipe determined by
DSC. wc shows an error of about 3.6% among the specimens from different posi-
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tions of the pipe. The errors for the specific temperatures are less, in which that
of Tm is about 0.5% and that of Tonset is about 1.5%. The result indicates the
difference between the first five points are very small, only the sixth point shows
relatively high deviation.
Table V: Inhomogeneity of PEHD pipe determined by high-field 1H FID.
Samples
wc wi wa T
c
2 T
i
2 T
a
2
% % % µs µs µs
1 61.8 29.0 9.2 13.1 49.5 173.9
2 61.8 28.6 8.6 13.4 51.2 177.4
3 62.0 28.1 9.9 13.3 50.8 178.6
4 65.9 26.6 7.5 12.6 50.2 173.9
5 65.0 27.1 7.9 12.8 49.0 170.5
6 66.7 26.1 7.2 12.5 50.2 178.0
Average 63.9 27.6 8.4 13.0 50.1 175.4
STDV ±2.3 ±1.1 ±1.0 ±0.3 ±0.8 ±3.1
Error 3.5% 4.1% 12.5% 2.7% 1.6% 1.8%
Table V shows the inhomogeneity of nonaged PEHD pipe determined by high-
field 1H FID on the 200 MHz spectrometer. All the specimens are from the regions
close to those for DSC test. The error of wc determined by
1H FID is 3.5%, which
is the same as that observed by DSC. However, the errors of the other two phases
are relatively higher. Especially, for the amorphous phase, an error of as high as
12.5% was observed. The accuracy of T2s is higher, all the errors observed are
less than 3%.
The results of both DSC and high-field 1H FID indicate that the inhomo-
geneity of the PEHD pipes is still in tolerance scale for the current study. The
difference showed between pipes with different ts under hydrostatic pressure test
is reliable. Besides, the homogeneity of PE100 pipes is much higher than that of
PEHD pipes. Therefore, the aging results for PE100 pipes are also consolidate.
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